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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments according to the invention are related to an audio signal decoder for providing a decoded audio
signal representation on the basis of an encoded audio signal representation.
[0002] Further embodiments according to the invention are related to an audio signal encoder for providing an encoded
representation of an input audio signal.
[0003] Further embodiments according to the invention are related to a method for providing a decoded audio signal
representation on the basis of an encoded audio signal representation.
[0004] Further embodiments according to the invention are related to a method for providing an encoded representation
of an input audio signal.
[0005] Further embodiments according to the invention are related to computer programs.
[0006] Some embodiments according to the invention are related to a concept for adapting the context of an arithmetic
coder using warp information, which may be used in combination with a time-warped-modified-discrete-cosine-transform
(briefly designated as TW-MDCT).

Background of the Invention

[0007] In the following, a brief introduction will be given into the field of time-warped audio encoding, concepts of which
can be applied in conjunction with some of the embodiments of the invention.
[0008] In the recent years, techniques have been developed to transform an audio signal to a frequency-domain
representation, and to efficiently encode the frequency-domain representation, for example, taking into account percep-
tual masking thresholds. This concept of audio signal encoding is particularly efficient if the block length, for which a set
of encoded spectral coefficients are transmitted, is long, and if only a comparatively small number of spectral coefficients
are well above the global masking threshold while a large number of spectral coefficients are nearby or below the global
masking threshold and can thus be neglected (or coded with minimum code length). A spectrum in which said condition
holds is sometimes called a sparse spectrum.
[0009] For example, cosine-based or sine-based modulated lapped transforms are often used in applications for source
coding due to their energy compaction properties. That is, for harmonic tones with constant fundamental frequencies
(pitch), they concentrate the signal energy to a low number of spectral components (sub-bands), which leads to an
efficient signal representation.
[0010] Generally, the (fundamental) pitch of a signal shall be understood to be the lowest dominant frequency distin-
guishable from the spectrum of the signal. In the common speech model, the pitch is the frequency of the excitation
signal modulated by the human throat. If only one single fundamental frequency would be present, the spectrum would
be extremely simple, comprising the fundamental frequency and the overtones only. Such a spectrum could be encoded
highly efficiently. For signals with varying pitch, however, the energy corresponding to each harmonic component is
spread over several transform coefficients, thus leading to a reduction of coding efficiency.
[0011] In order to overcome the reduction of coding efficiency, the audio signal to be encoded is effectively resampled
on a non-uniform temporal grid. In the subsequent processing, the sample positions obtained by the non-uniform resa-
mpling are processed as if they would represent values on a uniform temporal grid. This operation is commonly denoted
by the phrase "time warping". The sample times may be advantageously chosen in dependence on the temporal variation
of the pitch, such that a pitch variation in the time warped version of the audio signal is smaller than a pitch variation in
the original version of the audio signal (before time warping). After time warping of the audio signal, the time-warped
version of the audio signal is converted into the frequency-domain. The pitch-dependent time warping has the effect
that the frequency-domain representation of the time-warped audio signal typically exhibits an energy compaction into
a much smaller number of spectral components than a frequency-domain representation of the original (non-time-warped
audio signal).
[0012] At the decoder side the frequency-domain representation of the time-warped audio signal is converted to the
time-domain, such that a time-domain representation of the time-warped audio signal is available at the decoder side.
However, in the time-domain representation of the decoder-sided reconstructed time-warped audio signal, the original
pitch variations of the encoder-sided input audio signal are not included. Accordingly, yet another time warping by
resampling of the decoder-sided reconstructed time-domain representation of the time-warped audio signal is applied.
[0013] In order to obtain a good reconstruction of the encoder-sided input audio signal at the decoder, it is desirable
that the decoder-sided time warping is at least approximately the inverse operation with respect to the encoder-sided
time warping. In order to obtain an appropriate time warping, it is desirable to have an information available at the
decoder, which allows for an adjustment of the decoder-sided time warping.
[0014] As it is typically required to transfer such an information from the audio signal encoder to the audio signal
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decoder, it is desirable to keep the bitrate required for this transmission small while still allowing for a reliable reconstruction
of the required time warp information at the decoder side.
[0015] Moreover, a coding efficiency when encoding or decoding spectral values is sometimes increased by the use
of a context-dependent encoder or a context-dependent decoder.
[0016] Document US 2007/0100607 discloses a digital audio coding scheme applying time warping.
[0017] However, it has been found that a coding efficiency of an audio encoder or of an audio decoder is often
comparatively low in the presence of a variation of a fundamental frequency or of a pitch, even though the time warp
concept is applied.
[0018] In view of this situation, there is a desire to have a concept which allows for a good coding efficiency even in
the presence a variation of a fundamental frequency.

Summary of the Invention

[0019] An embodiment according to the invention creates an audio signal decoder for providing a decoded audio signal
representation on the basis of an encoded audio signal representation comprising an encoded spectrum representation
and an encoded time warp information. The audio signal decoder comprises a context-based spectral value decoder
configured to decode a codeword describing one or more spectral values or at least a portion of a number representation
of one or more spectral values in dependence on a context state, to obtain decoded spectral values. The audio signal
decoder also comprises a context state determinator configured to determine a current context state in dependence on
one or more previously decoded spectral values. The audio signal decoder also comprises a time-warping frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter configured to provide a time-warped time-domain representation of an audio frame
on the basis of a set of decoded spectral values associated with the given audio frame and provided by the context-
based spectral value determinator and in dependence on the time warp information. The context state determinator is
configured to adapt the determination of the context state to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent
frames.
[0020] This embodiment according to the invention is based on the finding that a coding efficiency, which is achieved
by a context-based spectral value decoder in the presence of an audio signal having a time-variant fundamental frequency
is improved if the context state is adapted to the change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent frames because
a change of a fundamental frequency over time (which is equivalent to a variation of the pitch in many cases) has the
effect that a spectrum of a given audio frame is typically similar to a frequency-scaled version of a spectrum of a previous
audio frame (preceding the given audio frame), such that the adaptation of the determination of the context in dependence
on the change of the fundamental frequency allows to exploit said similarity for improving the coding efficiency.
[0021] In other words, it has been found that the coding efficiency (or decoding efficiency) of the context-based spectral
value coding is comparatively poor in the presence of a significant change of a fundamental frequency between two
subsequent frames, and that the coding efficiency can be improved by adapting the determination of the context state
in such a situation. The adaptation of the determination of the context state allows to exploit similarities between the
spectra of the previous audio frame and of the current audio frame while also considering the systematic differences
between the spectra of the previous audio frame and of the current audio frame like, for example, the frequency scaling
of the spectrum which typically appears in the presence of a change of the fundamental frequency over time (i.e. between
two audio frames).
[0022] To summarize, this embodiment according to the invention helps to improve the coding efficiency without
requiring additional side information or bitrate (assuming an information describing the change of the fundamental
frequency between subsequent frames is available anyway in an audio bitstream using the time warp feature of an audio
signal encoder or decoder).
[0023] In a preferred embodiment, the time warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter comprises a normal
(non-time warping) frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter configured to provide a time-domain representation of
a given audio frame on the basis of a set of decoded spectral values associated with the given audio frame and provided
by the context-based spectral value decoder and a time warp re-sampler configured to resample the time-domain
representation of the given audio frame, or a processed version thereof, in dependence on the time warp information,
to obtain a re-sampled (time-warped) time-domain representation of the given audio frame. Such an implementation of
a time warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter is easy to implement because it relies on a "standard"
frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter and comprises, as a functional extension, a time-warp re-sampler, the
function of which may be independent of the function of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter. Accordingly,
the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter may be reused both in a mode of operation in which time warping (or
time-dewarping) is inactive and in a mode of operation in which time-warping (or time-dewarping) is active.
[0024] In a preferred embodiment the time warp information describes a variation of a pitch over time. In this embod-
iment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a frequency stretching information (i.e., a frequency scaling
information) from the time warp information. Moreover, the context state determinator is preferably configured to stretch
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or compress a past context associated with a previous audio frame along the frequency axis in dependence on the
frequency stretching information, to obtain an adapted context for a context-based decoding of one or more spectral
values of a current audio frame. It has been found that a time warp information, which describes a variation of a pitch
over time, is well-suited for deriving the frequency stretching information. Moreover, it has been found that stretching or
compressing the past context associated with a previous audio frame along the frequency axis typically results in a
stretched or compressed context which allows for a derivation of a meaningful context state information, which is well-
adapted to the spectrum of the present audio frame and consequently brings along a good coding efficiency.
[0025] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a first average frequency
information of a first audio frame from the time warp information, and to derive a second average frequency information
over a second audio frame following the first audio frame from the time warp information. In this case, the context state
determinator is configured to compute a ratio between the second average frequency information over the second audio
frame and the first average frequency information over the first audio frame in order to determine the frequency stretching
information. It has been found that it is typically easily possible to derive the average frequency information from the
time warp information, and it has also been found that the ratio between the first and second average frequency information
allows for a computationally efficient derivation of the frequency stretching information.
[0026] In another preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a first average time
warp contour information over a fist audio frame from the time warp information, and to derive a second average time
warp contour information over a second audio frame following the first audio frame from the time warp information. In
this case, the context state determinator is configured to compute a ratio between the first average time warp contour
information over the first audio frame and the second average time warp contour information over the second audio
frame, in order to determine the frequency stretching information. It has been found that it is computationally particularly
efficient to compute the averages of the time warp contour information over the first and second audio frame (which may
be overlapping) and that a ratio between said first average time warp contour information and said second average time
warp contour information provides a sufficiently accurate frequency stretching information.
[0027] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive the first and second average
frequency information or the first and second average time warp contour information from a common time warp contour
extending over a plurality of consecutive audio frames. It has been found that the concept of establishing a common
time warp contour extending over a plurality of consecutive audio frames does not only facilitate the accurate and
distortion-free computation of the re-sampling time, but also provides a very good basis for an estimation of a change
of a fundamental frequency between two subsequent audio frames. Accordingly, the common time warp contour has
been identified as a very good means for identifying a relative frequency change over time between different audio frames.
[0028] In a preferred embodiment, the audio signal decoder comprises a time warp contour calculator configured to
calculate a time warp contour information describing a temporal evolution of a relative pitch over a plurality of consecutive
audio frames on the basis of the time warp information. In this case, the context state determinator is configured to use
the time warp contour information for deriving the frequency stretching information. It has been found that a time warp
contour information which may, for example, be defined for each sample of an audio frame, constitutes a very good
basis for an adaptation of the determination of the context state.
[0029] In a preferred embodiment, the audio signal decoder comprises a re-sampling position calculator. The re-
sampling position calculator is configured to calculate re-sampling positions for use by the time warp re-sampler on the
basis of the time warp contour information, such that a temporal variation of the re-sampling positions is determined by
the time warp contour information. It has been found that the common use of the time warp contour information for the
determination of the frequency stretching information and for the determination of the re-sampling positions has the
effect that a stretched context, which is obtained by applying the frequency stretching information, is well-adapted to the
characteristics of the spectrum of a current, audio frame, wherein the audio signal of the current audio frame is, at least
approximately, a continuation of the audio signal of the previous audio signal reconstructed by the re-sampling operation
using the calculated re-sampling positions.
[0030] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a numeric current context
value in dependence on a plurality of previously decoded spectral values (which may be included in or described by a
context memory structure), and to select a mapping rule describing the mapping of a code value onto a symbol code
representing one or more spectral values, or a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values, in
dependence on the numeric current context value. In this case, the context-based spectral value decoder is configured
to decode the code value describing one or more spectral values, or at least a portion of a number representation of
one or more spectral values, using the mapping rule selected by the context state determinator. It has been found that
a context adaptation, in which a numeric current context value is derived from a plurality of previously decoded spectral
values, and in which a mapping rule is selected in accordance with said numeric (current) context value, benefits
significantly from an adaptation of the determination of the context state, for example, of the numeric (current) context
value, because the selection of a significantly inappropriate mapping rule can be avoided by using this concept. In
contrast, if the derivation of the context state, i.e., of the numeric current context value, would not be adapted in depend-
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ence on the change of the fundamental frequency between subsequent frames, a mis-selection of a mapping rule would
often occur in the presence of a change of the fundamental frequency, such that a coding gain would decrease. Such
decrease of the coding gain is avoided by the described mechanism.
[0031] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to set up and update a preliminary
context memory structure, such that the entries of the preliminary context memory structure describe one or more spectral
values of a first audio frame, wherein entry indices of the entries of the preliminary context memory structure are indicative
of a frequency bin or of a set of adjacent frequency bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter to which the
respective entries are associated (e.g., in a provision of a time-domain representation of the first audio frame). The
context state determinator is further configured to obtain a frequency-scaled context memory structure on the basis of
the preliminary context memory structure such that a given entry or sub-entry of the preliminary context memory structure
having a first frequency index is mapped onto a corresponding entry or sub-entry of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure having a second frequency index. The second frequency index is associated with a different bin or a different
set of adjacent frequency bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter than the first frequency index.
[0032] In other words, an entry of the preliminary context memory structure, which is obtained on the basis of one or
more spectral values which correspond to an i-th spectral bin of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter (or the
i-th set of spectral bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter) is mapped onto an entry of the frequency-
scaled context memory structure which is associated with a j-th frequency bin (or j-th set of frequency bins) of the
frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter, wherein j is different from i. It has been found that this concept of mapping
the entries of the preliminary context memory structure onto entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure
provides for a computationally particularly efficient method of adapting the determination of the context state to the
change of the fundamental frequency. A frequency scaling of the context can be achieved with low effort using this
concept. Accordingly, the derivation of the numeric current context value from the frequency-scaled context memory
structure may be identical to a derivation of a numeric current context value from a conventional (e.g. the preliminary)
context memory structure in the absence of a significant pitch variation. Thus, the described concept allows for the
implementation of the context adaptation in an existing audio decoder with minimum effort.
[0033] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a context state value describing
the current context state for a decoding of a codeword describing one or more spectral values of a second audio frame
or at least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values of a second audio frame having associated
a third frequency index using values of the frequency-scaled context memory structure, frequency indices of which
values of the frequency-scaled context memory structure are in a predetermined relationship with the third frequency
index. In this case, the third frequency index designates a frequency bin or a set of adjacent frequency bins of the
frequency-domain-to-time-domain decoder to which one or more spectral values of the audio frame to be decoded using
the current context state value are associated.
[0034] It has been found that the usage of a predetermined (and, preferably, fixed) relative environment (in terms of
frequency bins) of the one or more spectral values to be decoded for the derivation of the context state value (for example,
a numeric current context value) allows to keep the computation of said context state value reasonably simple. By using
the frequency-scaled context memory structure as an input to the derivation of the context state value, a variation of the
fundamental frequency can be considered efficiently.
[0035] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to set each of a plurality of entries of
the frequency-scaled context memory structure having a corresponding target frequency index to a value of a corre-
sponding entry of the preliminary context memory structure having a corresponding source frequency index. The context
state determinator is configured to determine corresponding frequency indices of an entry of the frequency-scaled context
memory structure and of a corresponding entry of the preliminary context memory structure such that a ratio between
said corresponding frequency indices is determined by the change of the fundamental frequency between a current
audio frame, to which entries of the preliminary context memory structure are associated, and a subsequent audio frame,
the decoding context of which is determined by the entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure. By using
such a concept for the derivation of the entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure, the complexity can
be kept small while it is still possible to adapt the frequency-scaled context memory structure to the change of the
fundamental frequency.
[0036] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to set up the preliminary context memory
structure such that each of a plurality of entries of the preliminary context memory structure is based on a plurality of
spectral values of a first audio frame, wherein entry indices of the entries of the preliminary context memory structure
are indicative of a set of adjacent frequency bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter to which the re-
spective entries are associated (with respect to the first audio frame). The context state determinator is configured to
extract preliminary frequency-bin-individual context values having associated individual frequency bin indices from the
entries of the preliminary context memory structure. In addition, the context state determinator is configured to obtain
frequency-scaled frequency-bin-individual context values having associated individual frequency bin indices, such that
a given preliminary frequency-bin-individual context value having a first frequency bin index is mapped onto a corre-
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sponding frequency-scaled frequency-bin-individual context value having a second frequency bin index, such that a
frequency-bin-individual mapping of the preliminary frequency-bin-individual context values is obtained. The context
state determinator is further configured to combine a plurality of frequency-scaled frequency-bin-individual context values
into a combined entry of the frequency-scaled context memory structure. Accordingly, it is possible to adapt the frequency-
scaled context memory structure to a change of the fundamental frequency in a very fine-grained manner, even if a
plurality of frequency bins are summarized in a single entry of the context memory structure. Thus, a particularly precise
adaptation of the context to the change of the fundamental frequency can be achieved.
[0037] Another embodiment according to the invention creates an audio signal encoder for providing an encoded
representation of an input audio signal comprising an encoded spectrum representation and an encoded time warp
information. The audio signal encoder comprises a frequency-domain-representation provider configured to provide a
frequency-domain representation representing a time-warped version of the input audio signal, time-warped in accord-
ance with a time warp information. The audio signal encoder further comprises a context-based spectral value encoder
configured to encode a codeword describing one or more spectral values of the frequency-domain representation, or at
least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values of the frequency-domain representation, in
dependence on a context state, to obtain encoded spectral values of the encoded spectral representation. The audio
signal decoder also comprises a context state determinator configured to determine a current context state in dependence
on one or more previously encoded spectral values. The context state determinator is configured to adapt the determi-
nation of the context to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent frames.
[0038] This audio signal encoder is based on the same ideas and findings as the above-described audio signal decoder.
Also, the audio signal encoder can be supplemented by any of the features and functionalities discussed with respect
to the audio signal decoder, wherein previously encoded spectral values take the role of previously decoded spectral
values in the context state calculation.
[0039] In a preferred embodiment, the context state determinator is configured to derive a numeric current context
value in dependence on a plurality of previously encoded spectral values, and to select a mapping rule describing a
mapping of one or more spectral values, or of a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values, onto
a code value in dependence on the numeric current context value. In this case, the context-based spectral value encoder
is configured to provide the code value describing one or more spectral values or at least a portion of a number repre-
sentation of one or more spectral values using the mapping rule selected by the context state determinator.
[0040] Another embodiment according to the invention creates a method for providing a decoded audio signal repre-
sentation on the basis of an encoded audio signal representation.
[0041] Another embodiment according to the invention creates a method for providing an encoded representation of
an input audio signal.
[0042] Another embodiment according to the invention creates a computer program for performing one of said methods.
[0043] The methods and the computer program are based on the same considerations as the above-discussed audio
signal decoder and audio signal encoder.
[0044] Moreover, the audio signal encoder, the methods and the computer programs can be supplemented by any of
the features and functionalities discussed above and described below with respect to the audio signal decoder.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0045] Embodiments according to the present invention will subsequently be described taking reference to the enclosed
figures, in which:

Fig. 1a shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal encoder, according to an embodiment of the
invention;

Fig. 1b shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal decoder, according to an embodiment of the
invention;

Fig. 2a shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal encoder, according to another embodiment of
the invention;

Fig. 2b shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal decoder, according to another embodiment of
the invention;

Fig. 2c shows a block schematic diagram of an arithmetic encoder for use in the audio encoders according
to the embodiments of the invention;
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Fig. 2d shows a block schematic diagram of an arithmetic decoder for use in the audio signal decoders
according to the embodiments of the invention;

Fig. 3a shows a graphical representation of a context adaptive arithmetic coding (encoding/decoding);

Fig. 3b shows a graphic representation of relative pitch contours;

Fig. 3c shows a graphic representation of a stretching effect of the time-warped modified discrete cosine
transform (TW-MDCT);

Fig. 4a shows a block schematic diagram of a context state determinator for use in the audio signal encoders
and audio signal decoders according to the embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 4b shows a graphic representation of a frequency compression of the context, which may be performed
by the context state determinator according to Fig. 4a;

Fig. 4c shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for stretching or compressing a context,
which may be applied in the embodiments according to the invention;

Figs. 4d and 4e show a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for stretching or compressing a context,
which may be used in embodiments according to the invention;

Figs. 5a, 5b show a detailed extract from a block schematic diagram of an audio signal decoder, according to an
embodiment of the invention;

Figs. 6a, 6b show a detailed extract of a flowchart of a mapper for providing a decoded audio signal representation,
according to an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 7a shows a legend of definitions of data elements and help elements, which are used in an audio decoder
according to an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 7b shows a legend of definitions of constants, which are used in an audio decoder according to an
embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 8 shows a table representation of a mapping of a codeword index onto a corresponding decoded time
warp value;

Fig. 9 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for interpolating linearly between
equally spaced warp nodes;

Fig. 10a shows a pseudo program code representation of a helper function "warp_time_inv";

Fig. 10b shows a pseudo program code representation of a helper function "warp_inv_vec";

Fig. 11 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for computing a sample position vector
and a transition length;

Fig. 12 shows a table representation of values of a synthesis window length N depending on a window
sequence and a core coder frame length;

Fig. 13 shows a matrix representation of allowed window sequences;

Fig. 14 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for windowing and for an internal
overlap-add of a window sequence of type "EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE";

Fig. 15 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for the windowing and the internal
overlap-and-add of other window sequences, which are not of type "EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE";
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Fig. 16 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for resampling; and

Fig. 17 shows a graphic representation of a context for state calculation, which may be used in some em-
bodiments according to the invention;

Fig. 18 shows a legend of definitions;

Fig. 19 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm "arith_map_context()";

Fig. 20 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm "arith_get_context()";

Fig. 21 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm "arith_get_pk()";

Fig. 22 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm "arith_decode()";

Fig. 23 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for decoding one or more less significant
bit planes;

Fig. 24 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for setting entries of an array of arith-
metically decoded spectral values;

Fig. 25 shows a pseudo program code representation of a function "arith_update_context()";

Fig. 26 shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm "arith_finish()";

Figs. 27a-27f show representations of syntax elements of the audio stream, according to an embodiment of the
invention.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

1. Audio Signal Encoder According to Fig. 1a

[0046] Fig. 1a shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal encoder 100, according to an embodiment of the
invention.
[0047] The audio signal encoder 100 is configured to receive an input audio signal 110 and to provide an encoded
representation 112 of the input audio signal. The encoded representation 112 of the input audio signal comprises an
encoded spectrum representation and an encoded time warp information.
[0048] The audio signal encoder 100 comprises a frequency-domain representation provider 120 which is configured
to receive the input audio signal 110 and a time warp information 122. The frequency-domain representation provider
120 (which may be considered as a time-warping frequency-domain representation provider) is configured to provide a
frequency-domain representation 124 representing a time warped version of the input audio signal 110, time warped in
accordance with the time warp information 122. The audio signal encoder 100 also comprises a context-based spectral
value encoder 130 configured to provide a codeword 132 describing one or more spectral values of the frequency-
domain representation 124, or at least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values of the
frequency-domain representation 124, in dependence on a context state, to obtain encoded spectral values of the
encoded spectral representation. The context state may, for example, be described by a context state information 134.
The audio signal encoder 100 also comprises a context state determinator 140 which is configured to determine a current
context state in dependence on one more previously encoded spectral values 124. The context state determinator 140
may consequently provide the context state information 134 to the context-based spectral value encoder 130, wherein
the context state information may, for example, take the form of a numeric current context value (for the selection of a
mapping rule or mapping table) or of a reference to a selected mapping rule or mapping table. The context state
determinator 140 is configured to adapt the determination of the context state to a change of a fundamental frequency
between subsequent frames. Accordingly, the context state determinator may evaluate an information about a change
of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames. This information about the change of the fundamental
frequency between subsequent frames may, for example, be based on the time warp information 122, which is used by
the frequency-domain representation provider 120.
[0049] Accordingly, the audio signal encoder may provide a particularly high coding efficiency in the case of audio
signal portions comprising a fundamental frequency varying over time, or a pitch varying over time, because the derivation
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of the context state information 134 is adapted to the variation of the fundamental frequency between two audio frames.
Accordingly, the context, which is used by the context-based spectral value encoder 130, is well-adapted to the spectral
compression (with respect to frequency) or spectral expansion (with respect to frequency) of the frequency-domain
representation 124, which occurs if the fundamental frequency changes from one audio frame to the next audio frame
(i.e., between the two audio frames). Consequently, the context state information 134 is well-adapted, on average, to
the frequency-domain representation 124 even in the case of a change of the fundamental frequency which, in turn,
results in a good coding efficiency of the context-based spectral value encoder. It has been found that, if, in contrast,
the context state would not be adapted to the change of the fundamental frequency, the context would be inappropriate
in situations in which the fundamental frequency changes, thereby resulting in a significant degradation of the coding
efficiency.
[0050] Accordingly, it can be said that the audio signal encoder 100 typically out-performs conventional audio signal
encoders using a context-based spectral value encoding in situations in which the fundamental frequency changes.
[0051] It should be noted here that many different implementations how to adapt the determination of the context state
to a change of the fundamental frequency between subsequent frames (i.e. from a first frame to a second, subsequent
frame) exist. For example, a context memory structure, entries of which are defined by or derived from the spectral
values of the frequency-domain representation 124, (or, more precisely, a content thereof) may be stretched or com-
pressed in frequency before a numeric current context value describing the context state is derived. Such concepts will
be discussed in detail below. Alternatively, however, it is also possible to change (or adapt) the algorithm for deriving
the context state information 134 from the entries of a context memory structure, entries of which are based on the
frequency-domain representation 124. For example, it could be adjusted which entry (entries) of such a non-frequency-
scaled context memory structure is (are) considered, even though such a solution is not discussed herein in detail.

2. Audio Signal Decoder According to Fig. 1b

[0052] Fig. 1b shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal decoder 150.
[0053] The audio signal decoder 150 is configured to receive an encoded audio signal representation 152, which may
comprise an encoded spectrum representation and an encoded time warp information. The audio signal decoder 150
is configured to provide a decoded audio signal representation 154 on the basis of the encoded audio signal representation
152.
[0054] The audio signal decoder 150 comprises a context-based spectral value decoder 160, which is configured to
receive codewords of the encoded spectrum representation and to provide, on the basis thereof, decoded spectral values
162. Moreover, the context-based spectral value decoder 160 is configured to receive a context state information 164
which may, for example, take the form of a numeric current context value, of a selected mapping rule or of a reference
to a selected mapping rule. The context-based spectral value decoder 160 is configured to decode a codeword describing
one or more spectral values, or at least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values, in dependence
on a context state (which may be described by the context state information 164) to obtain the decoded spectral values
162. The audio signal decoder 150 also comprises a context state determinator 170 which is configured to determine a
current context state in dependence on one or more previously decoded spectral values 162. The audio signal decoder
150 also comprises a time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 which is configured to provide a
time-warped time-domain representation 182 on the basis of a set of decoded spectral values 162 associated with a
given audio frame and provided by the context-based spectral value decoder. The time warping frequency-domain-to-
time-domain converter 180 is configured to receive a time warp information 184 in order to adapt the provision of the
time-warped time domain representation 182 to the desired time warp described by the encoded time warp information
of the encoded audio signal representation 152, such that the time warped time-domain representation 182 constitutes
the decoded audio signal representation 154 (or, equivalently, forms the basis of the decoded audio signal representation,
if a post-processing is used).
[0055] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 may, for example, comprise a frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter configured to provide a time-domain representation of a given audio frame on the
basis of set of the decoded spectral values 162 associated with a given audio frame and provided by the context-based
spectral value decoder 160. The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter may also comprise a time-
warp re-sampler configured to resample the time-domain representation of the given audio frame, or a processed version
thereof, in dependence on the time warp information 184, to obtain the re-sampled time-domain representation 182 of
the given audio frame.
[0056] Moreover, the context state determinator 170 is configured to adapt the determination of the context state
(which is described by the context state information 164) to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent
audio frames (i.e., from a first audio frame to a second, subsequent audio frame).
[0057] The audio signal decoder 150 is based on the findings which have already been discussed with respect to the
audio signal encoder 100. In particular, the audio signal decoder is configured to adapt the determination of the context
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state to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames, such that the context state (and,
consequently, the assumptions used by the context-based spectral value decoder 160 regarding the statistical probability
of the occurrence of different spectral values) is well-adapted, at least on average, to the spectrum of a current audio
frame to be decoded using said context information. Accordingly, the codewords encoding the spectral values of said
current audio frame can be particularly short, because a good matching between the selected context, selected in
accordance with the context state information provided by the context state determinator 170, and the spectral values
to be decoded generally results in comparatively short codewords, which brings along a good bitrate efficiency.
[0058] Moreover, the context state determinator 170 can be implemented efficiently, because the time warp information
184, which is included in the encoded audio signal representation 152 anyway for usage by the time warping frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter, can be reused by the context state determinator 170 as an information about a change
of the fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames, or to derive an information about a change of a
fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames.
[0059] Accordingly, the adaptation of the determination of the context state to the change of the fundamental frequency
between subsequent frames does not even require any additional side information. Accordingly, the audio signal decoder
150 brings along an improved coding efficiency of the context-based spectral value decoding (and allows for an improved
encoding efficiency at the side of the encoder 100) without requiring any additional side information, which constitutes
a significant improvement in bitrate efficiency.
[0060] Moreover, it should be noted that different concepts can be used for adapting the determination of the context
state to a change of the fundamental frequency between subsequent frames (i.e. from a first audio frame to a second,
subsequent audio frame). For example, a context memory structure, entries of which are based on the decoded spectral
values 162, can be adapted, for example, using a frequency scaling (for example, a frequency stretching or frequency
compression) before the context state information 164 is derived from the frequency-scaled context memory structure
by the context state determinator 170. Alternatively, however, a different algorithm may be used by the context state
determinator 170 to derive the context state information 164. For example, it can be adapted which entries of a context
memory structure are used for determining a context state for the decoding of a codeword having a given codeword
frequency index. Even though latter concept has not been described herein in detail, it may of course be applied in some
embodiments according to the invention. Also, different concepts may be applied for determining the change of the
fundamental frequency.

3. Audio signal encoder according to Fig. 2a

[0061] Fig. 2a shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal encoder 200 according to an embodiment of the
invention. It should be noted that the audio signal encoder 200 according to Fig. 2 is very similar to the audio signal
encoder 100 according to Fig. 1a, such that identical means and signals will be designated with identical reference
numerals and not explained in detail again.
[0062] The audio signal encoder 200 is configured to receive an input audio signal 110 and to provide, on the basis
thereof, an encoded audio signal representation 112. Optionally, the audio signal encoder 200 is also configured to
receive an externally generated time warp information 214.
[0063] The audio signal encoder 200 comprises a frequency-domain representation provider 120, the functionality of
which may be identical to the functionality of the frequency-domain representation provider 120 of the audio signal
encoder 100. The frequency-domain representation provider 120 provides a frequency-domain representation repre-
senting a time warped version of the input audio signal 110, which frequency-domain representation is designated with
124. The audio signal encoder 200 also comprises a context-based spectral value encoder 130 and a context state
determinator 140, which operate as discussed with respect to the audio signal encoder 100. Accordingly, the context-
based spectral value encoder 130 provides codewords (e.g., acod_m), each codeword representing one or more spectral
values of the encoded spectrum representation, or at least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral
values.
[0064] The audio signal encoder optionally comprises a time warp analyzer or fundamental frequency analyzer or
pitch analyzer 220, which is configured to receive the input audio signal 110 and to provide, on the basis thereof, a time
warp contour information 222, which describes, for example, a time warp to be applied by the frequency-domain repre-
sentation provider 120 to the input audio signal 110, in order to compensate for a change of the fundamental frequency
during an audio frame, and/or a temporal evolution of a fundamental frequency of the input audio signal 110, and/or a
temporal evolution of a pitch of the input audio signal 110. The audio signal encoder 200 also comprises a time warp
contour encoder 224, which is configured to provide an encoded time warp information 226 on the basis of the time warp
contour information 222. The encoded time warp information 226 is preferably included into the encoded audio signal
representation 112, and may, for example, take the form of (encoded) time warp ratio values "tw_ratio[i]".
[0065] Moreover, it should be noted that the time warp contour information 222 may be provided to the frequency-
domain representation provider 120 and also to the context state determinator 140.
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[0066] The audio signal encoder 200 may, additionally, comprise a psychoacoustic model processor 228, which is
configured to receive the input audio signal 110, or a preprocessed version thereof, and to perform a psychoacoustic
analysis, to determine, for example, temporal masking effects and/or frequency masking effects. Accordingly, the psy-
choacoustic model processor 228 may provide a control information 230, which represents, for example, a psychoacoustic
relevance of different frequency bands of the input audio signal, as it is well known for frequency-domain audio encoders.
[0067] In the following, the signal path of the frequency-domain representation provider 120 will be briefly described.
The frequency-domain representation provider 120 comprises an optional preprocessing 120a, which may optionally
preprocess the input audio signal 110, to provide a preprocessed version 120b of the input audio signal 110. The
frequency-domain representation provider 120 also comprises a sampler/re-sampler configured to sample or re-sample
the input audio signal 110, or the preprocessed version 120b thereof, in dependence on a sampling position information
120d received from a sampling position calculator 120e. Accordingly, the sampler/re-sampler 120c may apply a time-
variant sampling or re-sampling to the input audio signal 110 (or the preprocessed version 120b thereof). By applying
such a time-variant sampling (with temporally varying temporal distances between effective sample points), a sampled
or re-sampled time domain representation 120f is obtained, in which a temporal variation of a pitch or of a fundamental
frequency is reduced when compared to the input audio signal 110. The sampling positions are calculated by the sampling
position calculation 120e in dependence on the time warp contour information 222. The frequency-domain representation
provider 120 also comprises a windower 120g, wherein the windower 120g is configured to window the sampled or re-
sampled time-domain representation 120f provided by the sampler or re-sampler 120c. The windowing is performed in
order to reduce or eliminate blocking artifacts, to thereby allow for a smooth overlap-and-add operation at an audio signal
decoder. The frequency-domain representation provider 120 also comprises a time-domain-to-frequency-domain con-
verter 120i which is configured to receive the windowed and sampled/re-sampled time-domain representation 120h and
to provide, on the basis thereof, a frequency-domain representation 120j which may, for example, comprise one set of
spectral coefficients per audio frame of the input audio signal 110 (wherein the audio frames of the input audio signal
may, for example, be overlapping or non-overlapping, wherein an overlap of approximately 50 % is preferred in some
embodiments for overlapping audio frames). However, it should be noted that in some embodiments, a plurality of sets
of spectral coefficients may be provided for a single audio frame.
[0068] The frequency-domain representation provider 120 optionally comprises a spectral processor 120k which is
configured to perform a temporal noise shaping and/or a long term prediction and/or any other form of spectral post-
processing, to thereby obtain a post-processed frequency-domain representation 1201.
[0069] The frequency-domain representation provider 120 optionally comprises a scaler/quantizer 120m, wherein the
scaler/quantizer 120m may, for example, be configured to scale different frequency bins (or frequency bands) of the
frequency-domain representation 120j or of the post-processed version 1201 thereof, in accordance with the control
information 230 provided by the psychoacoustic model processor 228. Accordingly, frequency bins (or frequency bands,
which comprise a plurality of frequency bins) may, for example, be scaled in accordance with the psychoacoustic rele-
vance, such that, effectively, frequency bins (or frequency bands) having high psychoacoustic relevance are encoded
with high accuracy by a context-based spectral value encoder, while frequency bins (or frequency bands) having low
psychoacoustic relevance are encoded with low accuracy. Moreover, it should be noted that the control information 230
may, optionally, adjust parameters of the windowing, of the time-domain-to-frequency-domain converter and/or of the
spectral post-processing. Also, the control information 230 may be included, in an encoded form, into the encoded audio
signal representation 112, as is known to the man skilled in the art.
[0070] Regarding the functionality of the audio signal encoder 200, it can be said that a time warp (in the sense of a
time-variant non-uniform sampling or re-sampling) is applied by the sampler/re-sampler 120c in accordance with the
time warp contour information 220. Accordingly, it is possible to achieve a frequency-domain representation 120j having
pronounced spectral peaks and valleys even in the presence of an input audio signal having a temporal variation of the
pitch, which would, in the absence of the time-variant sampling/re-sampling, result in a smeared spectrum. In addition,
the derivation of the context state for use by the context-based spectral value encoder 130 is adapted in dependence
on a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames, which results in a particularly high coding
efficiency, as discussed above. Moreover, the time warp contour information 222, which serves as the basis for both
the computation of the sampling position for the sampler/re-sampler 120c and for the adaptation of the determination of
the context state, is encoded using the time warp contour encoder 224, such that an encoded time warp information
226 describing the time warp contour information 222 is included in the encoded audio signal representation 112.
Accordingly, the encoded audio signal representation 112 provides the required information for the efficient decoding
of the encoded input audio signal 110 at the side of an audio signal decoder.
[0071] Moreover, it should be noted that the individual components of the audio signal encoder 200 may perform
substantially an inverse functionality of the individual components of the audio signal decoder 240, which will be described
below taking reference to Fig. 2b. Moreover, reference is also made to the detailed discussion regarding the functionality
of the audio signal decoder throughout the entirety of the present description, which also allows to understand the audio
signal decoder.
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[0072] It should also be noted that substantial modifications may be made to the audio signal decoder and the individual
components thereof. For example, some functionalities may be combined like, for example, the sampling/re-sampling,
the windowing and the time-domain-to-frequency-domain conversion. Moreover, additional processing steps may be
introduced where appropriate.
[0073] Moreover, the encoded audio signal representation may, naturally, comprise additional side information, as
desired or required.

4. Audio Signal Decoder According to Fig. 2b

[0074] Fig. 2b shows a block schematic diagram of an audio signal decoder 240 according to an embodiment of the
invention. The audio signal decoder 240 may be very similar to the audio signal decoder 150 according to Fig. 1b, such
that identical means and signals are designated with identical reference numerals and will not be discussed in detail again.
[0075] The audio signal decoder 240 is configured to receive an encoded audio signal representation 152, for example,
in the form of a bitstream. The encoded audio signal representation 152 comprises an encoded spectrum representation,
for example, in the form of codewords (e.g., acod_m) representing one or more spectral values, or at least a portion of
a number representation of one or more spectral values. The encoded audio signal representation 152 also comprises
an encoded time warp information. Moreover, the audio signal decoder 240 is configured to provide a decoded audio
signal representation 154, for example, a time-domain representation of the audio content.
[0076] The audio signal decoder 240 comprises a context-based spectral value decoder 160, which is configured to
receive the codewords representing spectral values from the encoded audio signal representation 152 and to provide,
on the basis thereof, decoded spectral values 162. Moreover, the audio signal decoder 240 also comprises a context
state determinator 170, which is configured to provide the context state information 164 to the context-based spectral
value decoder 160. The audio signal decoder 240 also comprises a time warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain
converter 180, which receives the decoded spectral values 162 and which provides the decoded audio signal represen-
tation 154.
[0077] The audio signal decoder 240 also comprises a time warp calculator (or time warp decoder) 250, which is
configured to receive the encoded time warp information, which is included in the encoded audio signal representation
152, and to provide, on the basis thereof, a decoded time warp information 254. The encoded time warp information
may, for example, comprise codewords "tw_ratio[i]" describing a temporal variation of a fundamental frequency or of a
pitch. The decoded time warp information 254 may, for example, take the form of a warp contour information. For
example, the decoded time warp information 254 may comprise values "warp_value_tbl[tw_ratio[i]]" or values prel[n], as
will be discussed in detail below. Optionally, the audio signal decoder 240 also comprises a time warp contour calculator
256, which is configured to derive a time warp contour information 258 from the decoded time warp information 254.
The time warp contour information 258 may, for example, serve as an input information for the context state determinator
170, and also for the time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180.
[0078] In the following, some details regarding the time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter will be
described. The converter 180 may, optionally, comprise an inverse quantizer/rescaler 180a, which may be configured
to receive the decoded spectral values 162 from the context-based spectral value decoder 160 and to provide an inversely
quantized and/or rescaled version 180b of the decoded spectral values 162. For example, the inverse quantizer/rescaler
180a may be configured to perform an operation which is, at least approximately, inverse to the operation of the optional
scaler/quantizer 120m of the audio signal encoder 200. Accordingly, the optional inverse quantizer/rescaler 180a may
receive a control information which may correspond to the control information 230.
[0079] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 optionally comprises a spectral preproces-
sor 180c which is configured to receive the decoded spectral values 162 or the inversely quantized/rescaled spectral
values 180b and to provide, on the basis thereof, spectrally preprocessed spectral values 180d. For example, the spectral
preprocessor 180c may perform an inverse operation when compared to the spectral post-processor 120k of the audio
signal encoder 200.
[0080] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 also comprises a frequency-domain-to-
time-domain converter 180e, which is configured to receive the decoded spectral values 162, the inversely quantized/res-
caled spectral values 180b or the spectrally preprocessed spectral values 180d and to provide, on the basis thereof, a
time-domain representation 180f. For example, the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter may be configured to
perform an inverse spectral-domain-to-time-domain transform, for example, an inverse modified discrete cosine transform
(MDCT). The frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180e may, for example, provide a time-domain representation
of an audio frame of the encoded audio signal on the basis of one set of decoded spectral values or, alternatively, on
the basis of a plurality of sets of decoded spectral values. However, the audio frames of the encoded audio signal may,
for example, be overlapping in time in some cases. Nevertheless, the audio frames may be non-overlapping in some
other cases.
[0081] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 also comprises a windower 180g, which is
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configured to window the time-domain representation 180f and to provide a windowed time-domain representation 180h
on the basis of the time-domain representation 180f provided by the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180e.
[0082] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 also comprises a re-sampler 180i, which is
configured to resample the windowed time-domain representation 180h and to provide, on the basis thereof, a windowed
and re-sampled time-domain representation 180j. The re-sampler 180i is configured to receive a sampling position
information 184k from a sampling position calculator 1801. Accordingly, the re-sampler 180i provides a windowed and
re-sampled time-domain representation 180j for each frame of the encoded audio signal representation, wherein sub-
sequent frames may be overlapping.
[0083] Accordingly, an overlapper/adder 180m receives the windowed and re-sampled time-domain representations
180j of subsequent audio frames of the encoded audio signal representation 152 and overlaps and adds said windowed
and re-sampled time-domain representations 180j in order to obtain smooth transitions between subsequent audio
frames.
[0084] The time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter optionally comprises a time-domain post-
processing 180o configured to perform a post-processing on the basis of a combined audio signal 180n provided by the
overlapper/adder 180m.
[0085] The time warp contour information 258 serves as an input information for the context state determinator 170,
which is configured to adapt the derivation of the context state information 164 in dependence on the time warp contour
information 258. Moreover, the sampling position calculator 1801 of the time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain
converter 180 also receives the time warp contour information and provides the sampling position information 180k on
the basis of said time warp contour information 258, to thereby adapt the time varying re-sampling performed by the re-
sampler 180i in dependence on the time warp contour described by the time warp contour information. Accordingly, a
pitch variation is introduced into the time-domain signal described by the time-domain representation 180f in accordance
with the time warp contour described by the time warp contour information 258. Thus, it is possible to provide a time-
domain representation 180j of an audio signal having a significant pitch variation over time (or a significant change of
the fundamental frequency over time) on the basis of a sparse spectrum 180d having pronounced peaks and valleys.
Such a spectrum can be encoded with high bitrate efficiency and consequently results in a comparatively low bitrate
demand of the encoded audio signal representation 152.
[0086] Moreover, the context (or, more generally, the derivation of the context state information 164) is also adapted
in dependence on the time warp contour information 258 using the context state determinator 170. Accordingly, the
encoded time warp information 252 is reused two times and contributes to an improvement of the coding efficiency by
allowing for an encoding of a sparse spectrum and by allowing for an adaptation of the context state information to the
specific characteristics of the spectrum in the presence of a time warp or of a variation of the fundamental frequency
over time.
[0087] Further details regarding the functionality of individual components of the audio signal encoder 240 will be
described below.

5. Arithmetic Encoder According to Fig. 2c

[0088] In the following, an arithmetic encoder 290 will be described, which may take the place of the context-based
spectral value encoder 130 in combination with the context state determinator 140 in the audio signal encoder 100 or
in the audio signal encoder 200. The arithmetic encoder 290 is configured to receive spectral values 291 (for example,
spectral values of the frequency domain representation 124) and to provide codewords 292a, 292b on the basis of these
spectral values 291.
[0089] In other words, the arithmetic encoder 290 may, for example be configured to receive a plurality of post-
processed and scaled and quantized spectral values 291 of the frequency-domain audio representation 124. The arith-
metic encoder comprises a most-significant bit-plane extractor 290a, which is configured to extract a most-significant
bit-plane m from a spectral value. It should be noted here that the most-significant bit-plane may comprise one or even
more bits (e.g., two or three bits), which are the most-significant bits of the spectral value.
[0090] Thus, the most-significant bit-plane extractor 290a provides a most-significant bit-plane value 290b of a spectral
value. The arithmetic encoder 290 also comprises a first codeword determinator 290c, which is configured to determine
an arithmetic codeword acod_m[pki][m] representing the most-significant bit-plane value m.
[0091] Optionally, the first codeword determinator 290c may also provide one or more escape codewords (also des-
ignated herein with "ARITH_ESCAPE") indicating, for example, how many less-significant bit-planes are available (and,
consequently, indicating the numeric weight of the most-significant bit-plane). The first codeword determinator 290c may
be configured to provide the codeword associated with a most-significant bit-plane value m using a selected cumulative-
frequencies-table having (or being referenced by) a cumulative-frequencies-table index pki.
[0092] In order to determine as to which cumulative-frequencies-table should be selected, the arithmetic encoder
preferably, comprises a state tracker 290d which may, for example, take the function of the context state determinator
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140. The state tracker 290d is configured to track the state of the arithmetic encoder, for example, by observing which
spectral values have been encoded previously. The state tracker 290d consequently provides a state information 290e
which may be equivalent to the context state information 134, for example, in the form of a state value designated with
"s" or "t" sometimes (wherein the state value s should not be mixed up with the frequency stretching factor s).
[0093] The arithmetic encoder 290 also comprises a cumulative-frequencies-table selector 290f, which is configured
to receive the state information 290e and to provide an information 290g describing the selected cumulative-frequencies-
table to the codeword determinator 290c. For example, the cumulative-frequencies-table selector 290f may provide a
cumulative-frequencies-table index "pki" describing which cumulative-frequencies-table, out of a set of, for example, 64
cumulative-frequencies-tables, is selected for usage by the codeword determinator 290c. Alternatively, the cumulative-
frequencies-table selector 290f may provide the entire selected cumulative-frequencies-table to the codeword determi-
nator 290c. Thus, the codeword determinator 290c may use the selected cumulative-frequencies-table for the provision
of the codeword acod_m[pki][m] of the most significant bit-plane value m, such that the actual codeword acod_m[pki][m]
encoding the most significant bit-plane value m is dependent on the value of m and the cumulated-frequencies-table
index pki, and consequently on the current state information 290e. Further details regarding the coding process and the
obtained codeword format will be described below. Moreover, details regarding the operation of the state tracker 290d,
which is equivalent to the context state determinator 140, will be discussed below.
[0094] The arithmetic encoder 290 further comprises a less significant bit-plane extractor 290h, which is configured
to extract one or more less significant bit planes from the scaled and quantized frequency-domain audio representation
291, if one or more of the spectral values to be encoded exceed the range of values encodable using the most significant
bit-plane only. The less significant bit-planes may comprise one or more bits, as desired. Accordingly, the less significant
bit-plane extractor 290h provides a less significant bit-plane information 290i.
[0095] The arithmetic encoder 290 also comprises a second codeword determinator 290j, which is configured to
receive the less significant bit-plane information 290i and to provide, on the basis thereof, zero, one or even more
codewords "acod_r" representing the content of zero, one or more less significant bit-planes. The second codeword
determinator 290j may be configured to apply an arithmetic encoding algorithm or any other encoding algorithm in order
to derive the less significant bit-plane codeword "acod_r" from the less significant bit-plane information 290i.
[0096] It should be noted here that the number of less significant bit planes may vary in dependence on the value of
the scaled and quantized spectral values 291, such that there may be no less significant bit-planes at all, if the scaled
and quantized spectral value to be encoded is comparatively small, such that there may be one less significant bit-plane
if the current scaled and quantized spectral value to be encoded is of a medium range and such that there may be more
than one less significant bit-plane if the scaled and quantized spectral value to be encoded takes a comparatively large
value.
[0097] To summarize the above, the arithmetic encoder 290 is configured to encode scaled and quantized spectral
values, which are described by the information 291, using a hierarchical encoding process. The most significant bit-
plane (comprising, for example, one, two or three bits per spectral value) is encoded to obtain an arithmetic codeword
"acod_m[pki][m]" of a most significant bit-plane value. One or more less significant bit-planes (each of the less significant
bit-planes comprising, for example, one, two or three bits) are encoded to obtain one or more codewords "acod_r". When
encoding the most significant bit-plane, the value m of the most significant bit-plane is mapped to a codeword
acod_m[pki][m]. 64 different cumulative-frequencies-tables are available for the encoding of the value m in dependence
on a state of the arithmetic encoder 170, i.e. in dependence on previously encoded spectral values. Accordingly, the
codeword "acod_m[pki][m]" is obtained. In addition, one or more codewords "acod_r" are provided and included into the
bitstream if one or more less significant bit-planes are present.
[0098] However, in accordance with the present invention, the derivation of the state information 290e, which is
equivalent to the context state information 134, is adapted to changes of a fundamental frequency from a first audio
frame to a subsequent second audio frame (i.e. between two subsequent audio frames). Details regarding this adaptation,
which may be performed by the state tracker 290d, will be described below.

6. Arithmetic Decoder according to Fig. 2d

[0099] Fig. 2d shows a block schematic diagram of an arithmetic decoder 295, which may take the place of the context-
based spectral value decoder 160 and of the context state determinator 170 in the audio signal decoder 150 according
to Fig. 1d and the audio signal decoder 240 according to Fig. 2b.
[0100] The arithmetic decoder 295 is configured to receive an encoded frequency-domain representation 296, which
may comprise, for example, arithmetically coded spectral data in the form of codewords "acod_m" and "acod_r". The
encoded frequency-domain representation 296 may be equivalent to the codewords input into the context based spectral
value decoder 160. Moreover, the arithmetic decoder is configured to provide a decoded frequency-domain audio rep-
resentation 297, which may be equivalent to the decoded spectral values 162 provided by the context based spectral
value decoder 160.
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[0101] The arithmetic decoder 295 comprises a most significant bit-plane determinator 295a, which is configured to
receive the arithmetic codeword acod_m[pki][m] describing the most significant bit-plane value m. The most significant
bit-plane determinator 295a may be configured to use a cumulative-frequencies-table out of a set comprising a plurality
of, for example, 64 cumulative-frequencies-tables for deriving the most significant bit-plane value m from the arithmetic
codeword "acod_m[pki][m]".
[0102] The most significant bit-plane determinator 295a is configured to derive values 295b of a most significant bit-
plane of spectral values on the basis of the codeword "acod_m". The arithmetic decoder 295 further comprises a less-
significant bit-plane determinator 295c, which is configured to receive one or more codewords "acod_r" representing
one or more less significant bit-planes of a spectral value. Accordingly, the less significant bit-plane determinator 295c
is configured to provide decoded values 295d of one or more less significant bit-planes. The arithmetic decoder 295
also comprises a bit-plane combiner 295e, which is configured to receive the decoded values 295b of the most significant
bit-plane of the spectral values and the decoded values 295b of one or more less significant bit-planes of the spectral
values if such less significant bit-planes are available for the current spectral values. Accordingly, the bit-plane combiner
295e provides the coded spectral values, which are part of the decoded frequency-domain audio representation 297.
Naturally, the arithmetic decoder 295 is typically configured to provide a plurality of spectral values in order to obtain a
full set of decoded spectral values associated with a current frame of the audio content.
[0103] The arithmetic decoder 295 further comprises a cumulative-frequencies-table selector 295f, which is configured
to select, for example, one of the 64 cumulative-frequencies-tables in dependence on a state index 295g describing a
state of the arithmetic decoder 295. The arithmetic decoder 295 further comprises a state tracker 295h, which is configured
to track a state of the arithmetic decoder in dependence on the previously decoded spectral values. The state tracker
295h may correspond to the context state determinator 170. Details regarding the state tracker 295h will be described
below.
[0104] Accordingly, the cumulative-frequencies-tables selector 295f is configured to provide an index (for example,
pki) of a selected cumulative-frequencies-table, or a selected cumulative-frequencies-table itself, for application in the
decoding of the most significant bit-plane value m in dependence on the codeword "acod_m".
[0105] Accordingly, the arithmetic decoder 295 exploits different probabilities of different combinations of values of
the most significant bit-plane of adjacent spectral values. Different cumulative-frequencies-tables are selected and ap-
plied in dependence on the context. In other words, statistic dependencies between spectral values are exploited by
selecting different cumulative-frequencies-tables, out of a set comprising, for example, 64 different cumulative-frequen-
cies-tables, in dependence on a state index 295g (which may be equivalent to the context state information 164), which
is obtained by observing the previously decoded spectral values. A spectral scaling is considered by adapting the
derivation of the state index 295g (or of the context state information 164) in dependence on an information about a
change of a fundamental frequency (or of a pitch) between the subsequent audio frames.

7. Overview over the Concept of Adapting the Context

[0106] In the following, an overview will be given over the concept of adapting the context of an arithmetic coder using
the time warp information.

7.1 Background Information

[0107] In the following, some background information will be provided in order to facilitate the understanding of the
present invention. It should be noted that in Reference [3] a context adaptive arithmetic coder (see, for example, Reference
[5]) is used to losslessly code the quantized spectral bins.
[0108] The context used is described in Fig. 3a, which shows a graphic representation of such a context adaptive
arithmetic coding. In Fig. 3a, it can be seen that already decoded bins from the previous frame are used to determine
the context for the frequency bins that are to be decoded. It should be noted here that it does not matter for the described
invention if the context and coding is organized in four-tuples or line-wise or other n-tuples, where n may vary.
[0109] Taking reference again to Fig. 3a, which shows a context adaptive arithmetic coding or decoding, it should be
noted that an abscissa 310 describes a time and that an ordinate 312 describes a frequency. It should be noted here
that four-tuples of spectral values are decoded using a common context state in accordance with the context shown in
Fig. 3a. For example, a context for a decoding of a four-tuple 320 of spectral values associated with an audio frame
having time index k and frequency index i is based on spectral values of a first four-tuple 322 having time index k and
frequency index i - 1, a second four-tuple 324 having time index k - 1 and frequency index i - 1, a third four-tuple 326
having time index k - 1 and frequency index i and a fourth four-tuple 328 having time index k - 1 and frequency index i
+ 1. It should be noted that each of the frequency indices i - 1, i, i + 1 designates (or, more precisely, is associated with)
four frequency bins of the time-domain-to-frequency-domain-conversion or frequency-domain-to-time-conversion. Ac-
cordingly, the context for the decoding of the four-tuple 320 is based on the spectral values of the four-tuples 322, 324,
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326, 328 of spectral values. Accordingly, the spectral values having tuple frequency indices i - 1, i and i + 1 of the previous
audio frame having time index k - 1 are used for deriving the context for the decoding of the spectral values having tuple
frequency index i of the current audio frame having time index k (typically in combination with the spectral values having
tuple frequency index i - 1 of the currently decoded audio frame having time index k).
[0110] It has been found that the time-warped transform typically leads to better energy compaction for harmonic
signals with variations in the fundamental frequencies, leading to spectra which exhibit a clear harmonic structure instead
of more or less smeared higher partials which would occur if no time warping was applied. One other effect of the time
warping is caused by the possible different average local sampling frequencies of consecutive frames. It has been found
that this effect causes the consecutive spectra of a signal with an otherwise constant harmonic structure but varying
fundamental frequency to be stretched along the frequency axis.
[0111] A lower plot 390 of Fig. 3c shows such an example. It contains the plots (for example, of a magnitude in dB as
a function of a frequency bin index) of two consecutive frames (for example, frames designated as "last frame" and "this
frame", where a harmonic signal with a varying fundamental frequency is coded by a time-warped-modified-discrete-
cosine-transform coder (TW-MDCT coder).
[0112] The corresponding relative pitch evolution can be found in a plot 370 of Fig. 3b, which shows a decreasing
relative pitch and therefore an increasing relative frequency of the harmonic lines.
[0113] This leads to an increased frequency of the harmonic lines after application of the time warp algorithm (for
example, the time warping sampling or re-sampling). It can clearly be seen that this spectrum of the current frame (also
designated as "this frame") is an approximate copy of the spectrum of the last frame, but stretched along the frequency
axis 392 (labeled in terms of frequency bins of the modified discrete cosine transform). This would also mean that, if we
used the past frame (also designated as "last frame") as a context for the arithmetic coder (for example, for the decoding
of the spectral values of the current frame (which is also designated as "this frame"), the context would be sub-optimal
since matching partials would now occur in different frequency bins.
[0114] An upper plot 380 of Fig. 3c shows this (e.g., a bit demand for encoding spectral values using a context-
dependent arithmetic coding) in comparison to a Huffman coding scheme which is normally considered less effective
than an arithmetic coding scheme. Due to the sub-optimal past context (which may, for example, be defined by the
spectral values of the "last frame", which are represented in plot the 390 of Fig. 3c), the arithmetic coding scheme is
spending more bits where partial tones of the current frame are situated in areas with low energy in the past frame and
vice versa. On the other hand, the plot 380 of Fig. 3c shows that, if the context is good, which at least is the case for the
fundamental partial tone, the bit distribution is lower (for example, when using a context-dependent arithmetic coding)
than with the Huffman coding in comparison.
[0115] To summarize the above, plot 370 of Fig. 3b shows an example of a temporal evolution of a relative pitch
contour. An abscissa 372 describes the time and an ordinate 374 describes both, a relative pitch prel and a relative
frequency frel. A first curve 376 describes a temporal evolution of the relative pitch, and a second curve 377 describes
a temporal evolution of the relative frequency. As can be seen, the relative pitch decreases over time, while the relative
frequency increases over time. Moreover, it should be noted that a temporal extension 378a of a previous frame (also
designated as "last frame") and a temporal extension 378b of a current frame (also designated as "this frame") are non-
overlapping in the plot 370 of Fig. 3b. However, typically, temporal extensions 378a, 378b of subsequent audio frames
may be overlapping. For example, the overlap may be approximately 50%.
[0116] Taking reference now to Fig. 3c, it should be noted that the plot 390 shows MDCT spectra for two subsequent
frames. An abscissa 392 describes the frequency in terms of frequency bins of the modified-discrete-cosine-transform.
An ordinate 394 describes a relative magnitude (in terms of decibels) of the individual spectral bins. As can be seen,
spectral peaks of the spectrum of the current frame ("this frame") are shifted in frequency (in a frequency-dependent
manner) with respect to corresponding spectral peaks of the spectrum of the previous frame ("last frame"). Accordingly,
it has been found that a context for the context-based encoding of the spectral values of the current frame is not well-
adapted if said context is formed on the basis of the original version of the spectral values of the previous audio frame,
because the spectral peaks of the spectrum of the current frame do not coincide (in terms of frequency) with the spectral
peaks of the spectrum of the previous audio frame. Thus, a bitrate demand for the context-based encoding of the spectral
values is comparatively high, and may be even higher than in the case of a non-context-based Huffinan coding. This
can be seen in the plot 380 of Fig. 3c, wherein an abscissa describes the frequency (in terms of bins of the modified-
discrete-cosine-transform), and wherein an ordinate 384 describes a number of bits required for the encoding of the
spectral values.

7.2. Discussion of the Solution

[0117] However, embodiments according to the present invention provide for a solution to the above-discussed prob-
lem. It has been found that the pitch variation information can be used to derive an approximation of the frequency-
stretching factor between consecutive spectra of a time-warped-modified-discrete-cosine-transform coder (e.g., between
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spectra of consecutive audio frames). It has been found that this stretching factor can then be used to stretch the past
context along the frequency axis to derive a better context and to therefore reduce the number of bits needed to code
one frequency line and increase the coding gain.
[0118] It has been found that good results can be achieved if this stretching factor is approximately the ratio of the
average frequencies of the last frame and of the current frame. Moreover, it has been found that it might be done line-
wise, or, if the arithmetic coder codes n-tuples of lines as one item, tuple-wise.
[0119] In other words, the stretching of the context may be done line-wise (i.e., individually per frequency bin of the
modified-discrete-cosine-transform) or tuple-wise (i.e. per tuple or set of a plurality of spectral bins of the modified-
discrete-cosine-transform).
[0120] Moreover, the resolution for the computation of the stretching factor may also vary in dependence on the
requirements of the embodiments.

7.3 Examples for Depriving the Stretching Factor

[0121] In the following, some concepts for deriving the stretching factor will be described in detail. The time-warped-
modified-discrete-cosine-transform method described in reference [3], and, alternatively, the time-warped-modified-
discrete-cosine-transform method described herein, provides a so-called smooth pitch contour as an intermediate in-
formation. This smoothed pitch contour (which may, for example, be described by the entries of the array "warp_contour[]",
or by the entries of the arrays "new_warp_contour[]" and "past_warp_contour[]") contains the information of the evolution
of the relative pitch over several consecutive frames, so that, for each sample within one frame, an estimation of the
relative pitch is known. The relative frequency for this sample is then simply the inverse of this relative pitch.
[0122] For example, the following relationship may hold:

[0123] In the above equation, Prel[n] designates the relative pitch for a given time index n, which may be a short-term
relative pitch (wherein the time index n may, for example, designate an individual sample). Moreover, frel[n] may designate
a relative frequency for the time index n, and may be a short-term relative frequency value.

7.3.1 First Alternative

[0124] The average relative frequency over one frame k (wherein k is a frame index) can then be described as an
arithmetic mean over all relative frequencies within this frame k: 

[0125] In the above equation frel,mean,k designates the average relative frequency over the audio frame having temporal
frame index k. N designates a number of time-domain samples for the audio frame having the temporal frame index k.
n is a variable running over the time-domain sample indices n=0 to n=N-1 of the time-domain samples of the current
audio frame having audio frame index k. frel[n] designates the local relative frequency value associated with the time-
domain sample having a time-domain sample time index n.
[0126] From this (i.e. from the computation of frel,mean,k for the current audio frame, and from the computation of
frel,mean,k-1 for the previous audio frame), the stretching factor s for the current audio frame k can then be derived as: 
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7.3.2 Second Alternative

[0127] In the following, another alternative for the computation of the stretching factor s will be described. A simpler
and less exact approximate of the stretching factor s (for example, when compared to the first alternative) can be found
if it is taken into consideration that, on average, the relative pitch is close to one, so that the relation of relative pitch and
relative frequency is approximately linear, and so that the step of inverting the relative pitch to obtain the relative frequency
can be omitted, and using the mean relative pitch: 

[0128] In the above equation, prel,mean,k designates a mean relative pitch for the audio frame having temporal audio
frame index k. N designates a number of time-domain samples of the audio frame having temporal audio frame index
k. Running variable n takes values between 0 and N-1 and thereby runs over the time-domain samples having temporal
indices n of the current audio frame. prel[n] designates a (local) relative pitch value for the time-domain sample having
time-domain index n. For example, the relative pitch value prel[n] may be equal to the entry warp_contour[n] of the warp
contour array "warp_contour[]".
[0129] In this case, the stretching factor s for the audio frame having temporal frame k can be approximated as: 

[0130] In the above equation prel,mean,k-1 designates an average pitch value for the audio frame having temporal audio
frame index k-1, and the variable prel,mean,k describes an average relative pitch value for the audio frame having temporal
audio frame k.

7.3.3 Further Alternatives

[0131] However, it should be noted that significantly different concepts for the computation, or estimation, of the
stretching factor s may be used, wherein the stretching factor s typically also describes a change of the fundamental
frequency between the first audio frame and a subsequent second audio frame. For example, the spectra of the first
audio frame and of the subsequent second audio frame may be compared by means of a pattern comparison concept,
to thereby derive the stretching factor. Nevertheless, it appears that the computation of the frequency stretching factor
s using the warp contour information, as discussed above, is computationally particularly efficient, such that this is a
preferred option.

8. Details Regarding the Context State Determination

8.1. Example According to Figs. 4a and 4b

[0132] In the following, details regarding the determination of the context state will be described. For this purpose, the
functionality of the context state determinator 400, a block schematic diagram of which is shown in Fig. 4a, will be
described.
[0133] The context state determinator 400 may, for example, take the place of the context state determinator 140 or
of the context state determinator 170. Even though details regarding the context state determinator will be described in
the following for the case of an audio signal decoder, the context state determinator 400 may also be used in the context
of an audio signal encoder.
[0134] The context state determinator 400 is configured to receive an information 410 about previously decoded
spectral values or about previously encoded spectral values. In addition, the context state determinator 400 receives a
time warp information or time warp contour information 412. The time warp information or time warp contour information
412 may, for example, be equal to the time warp information 122 and may, consequently, describe (at least implicitly)
a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames. The time warp information or time warp contour
information 412 may, alternatively, be equivalent to the time warp information 184 and may, consequently, describe a
change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent frames. However, the time warp information/time warp contour
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information 412 may, alternatively, be equivalent to the time warp contour information 222 or to the time warp contour
information 258. Generally, speaking it can be said that the time warp information/time warp contour information 412
may describe the frequency variation between subsequent audio frames directly or indirectly. For example, the time
warp information/time warp contour information 212 may describe the warp contour and may, consequently, comprise
the entries of the array "warp_contour[]", or may describe the time contour, and may, consequently, comprise the entries
of the array "time_contour[]".
[0135] The context state determinator 400 provides a context state value 420, which describes the context to be used
for the encoding or decoding of the spectral values of the current frame, and which may be used by the context based
spectral value encoder or context based spectral decoder for the selection of an appropriate mapping rule for the encoding
or decoding of the spectral values of the current audio frame. The context state value 420 may, for example, be equivalent
to the context state information 134 or to the context state information 164.
[0136] The context state determinator 400 comprises a preliminary context memory structure provider 430, which is
configured to provide a preliminary context memory structure 432 like, for example, the array q[1][]. For example, the
preliminary context memory structure provider 430 may be configured to perform the functionality of the algorithms
according to Figs. 25 and 26, to thereby provide a set of, for example, N/4 entries q[1][i] of the array q [1][](for i = 0 to i
= M/4 - 1).
[0137] Generally speaking, the preliminary context memory structure provider 430 may be configured to provide the
entries of the preliminary context memory structure 432 such that an entry having an entry frequency index i is based
on a (single) spectral value having frequency index i, or on a set of spectral values having a common frequency index
i. However, the preliminary context memory structure provider 430 is preferably configured to provide the preliminary
context memory structure 432 such that there is a fixed frequency index relationship between a frequency index of an
entry of the preliminary context memory structure 432 and frequency indices of one or more encoded spectral values
or decoded spectral values on which the entry of the preliminary context memory structure 432 is based. For example,
said predetermined index relationship may be such that the entry q[1][i] of the preliminary context memory structure is
based on the spectral value of the frequency bin having frequency bin index i (or i-const, wherein const is a constant)
of the time-domain-to-frequency-domain converter or of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter. Alternatively,
the entry q[1][i] of the preliminary context memory structure 432 may be based on the spectral values of frequency bins
having frequency bin indices 2i - 1 and 2i of the time-domain-to-frequency-domain converter or the frequency-domain-
to-time-domain converter (or a shifted range of frequency bin indices). Alternatively, however, an index q[1][i] of the
preliminary context memory structure 432 may be based on spectral values of frequency bins having frequency bin
indices 4i - 3, 4i - 2, 4i - 1 and 4i of the time-domain-to-frequency-domain converter or the frequency-domain-to-time-
domain converter (or a shifted range of frequency bin indices). Thus, each entry of the preliminary context memory
structure 432 may be associated with a spectral value of a predetermined frequency index or a set of spectral values of
predetermined frequency indices of the audio frames, on the basis of which the preliminary context memory structure
432 is set up.
[0138] The context state determinator 400 also comprises a frequency stretching factor calculator 434, which is con-
figured to receive the time warp information/time warp contour information 412 and to provide, on the basis thereof, a
frequency stretching factor information 436. For example, the frequency stretching factor calculator 434 may be configured
to derive a relative pitch information prel[n] from the entries of the array warp_contour[] (wherein the relative pitch
information prel[n] may, for example, be equal to a corresponding entry of the array warp_contour[]). Moreover, the
frequency stretching factor calculator 434 may be configured to apply one of the above equations to derive the frequency
stretching factor information s from said relative pitch information prel of two subsequent audio frames. Generally speaking,
the frequency stretching factor calculator 434 may be configured to provide the frequency stretching factor information
(for example, a value s or, equivalently, a value m_ContextUpdateRatio) such that the frequency stretching factor
information describes a change of a fundamental frequency between a previously encoded or decoded audio frame and
the current audio frame to be encoded or decoded using the current context state value 420.
[0139] The context state determinator 400 also comprises a frequency-scaled-context-memory-structure provider,
which is configured to receive the preliminary context memory structure 432 and to provide, on the basis thereof, a
frequency-scaled-context-memory-structure. For example, the frequency-scaled context memory structure may be rep-
resented by an updated version of the array q[1][], which may be an updated version of the array carrying the preliminary
context memory structure 432.
[0140] The frequency-scaled-context-memory-structure provider may be configured to derive the frequency-scaled
context memory structure from the preliminary context memory structure 432 using a frequency scaling. In the frequency
scaling, a value of an entry having entry index i of the preliminary context memory structure 432 may be copied, or
shifted, to an entry having entry index j of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440, wherein the frequency
index i may be different from the frequency index j. For example, if a frequency stretching of the content of the preliminary
context memory structure 432 is performed, an entry having entry index j1 of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure 440 may be set to the value of an entry having entry index i1 of the preliminary context memory structure 432,
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and an entry having entry index j2 of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 may be set to a value of an
entry having entry index i2 of the preliminary context memory structure 432, wherein j2 is larger than i2, and wherein j1
is larger than i1. A ratio between corresponding frequency indices (for example, j1 and i1, or j2 and i2) may take a
predetermined value (except for rounding errors). Similarly, if a frequency compression of the content described by the
preliminary context memory structure 432 is to be performed by the frequency-scaled context memory structure provider
438, an entry having entry index j3 of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 may be set to the value of an
entry having entry index i3 of the preliminary context memory structure 432, and an entry having entry index j4 of the
frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 may be set to a value of an entry having entry index i4 of the preliminary
context memory structure 432. In this case, entry index j3 may be smaller than entry index i3, and entry index j4 may be
smaller than entry index i4. Moreover, a ratio between corresponding entry indices (for example, between entry indices
j3 and i3, or between entry indices j4 and i4), may be constant (except for rounding errors), and may be determined by
the frequency stretching factor information 436. Further details regarding the operation of the frequency-scaled context
memory structure provider 440 will be described below.
[0141] The context state determinator 400 also comprises a context state value provider 442, which is configured to
provide the context state value 420 on the basis of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440. For example,
the context state value provider 442 may be configured to provide a context state value 420 describing the context for
the decoding of a spectral value having frequency index l0 on the basis of entries of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure 440, frequency indices of which entries are in a predetermined relationship with the frequency index l0. For
example, the context state value provider 442 may be configured to provide the context state value 420 for the decoding
of the spectral value (or tuple of spectral values) having frequency index l0 on the basis of entries of the frequency-
scaled context memory structure 440 having frequency indices l0 - 1, l0 and l0 + 1.
[0142] Accordingly, the context state determinator 400 may effectively provide the context state value 420 for the
decoding of a spectral value (or tuple of spectral values) having frequency index l0 on the basis of entries of the preliminary
context memory structure 432 having respective frequency indices smaller than l0 - 1, smaller than l0 and smaller than
l0 + 1 if a frequency stretching is performed by the frequency-scaled context memory structure provider 438, and on the
basis of entries of the preliminary context memory structure 432 having respective frequency indices larger than l0 - 1,
larger than l0 and larger than l0 + 1, respectively, in the case that a frequency compression is performed by the frequency-
scaled context memory structure provider 438.
[0143] Thus, the context state determinator 400 is configured to adapt the determination of the context to a change
of a fundamental frequency between subsequent frames by providing the context state value 420 on the basis of a
frequency-scaled context memory structure, which is a frequency-scaled version of the preliminary context memory
structure 432, frequency-scaled in dependence on the frequency stretching factor 436, which in turn describes a variation
of the fundamental frequency over time.
[0144] Fig. 4b shows a graphical representation of the determination of the context state according to an embodiment
of the invention. Fig. 4b shows a schematic representation of the entries of the preliminary context memory structure
432, which is provided by the preliminary context memory structure provider 430, at reference numeral 450. For example,
an entry 450a having frequency index i1 + 1, an entry 450b and an entry 450c having frequency index i2 + 2 are marked.
However, when providing the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440, which is shown at reference numeral
452, an entry 452a having frequency index i1 is set to take the value of the entry 450a having frequency index i1 + 1,
and an entry 452c having frequency index i2 - 1 is set to take the value of the entry 450c having frequency index i2 + 2.
Similarly, the other entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 can be set in dependence on the
entries of the preliminary context memory structure 430, wherein, typically, some of the entries of the preliminary context
memory structure are discarded in the case of a frequency compression, and wherein, typically, some of the entries of
the preliminary context memory structure 432 are copied to more than one entry of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure 440 in the case of a frequency stretching.
[0145] Moreover, Fig. 4b illustrates how the context state is determined for the decoding of spectral values of the audio
frame having temporal index k on the basis of the entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 (which
are represented at reference number 452). For example, when determining the context state (represented, for example,
by the context state value 420) for the decoding of the spectral value (or tuple of spectral values) having frequency index
i1 of the audio frame having temporal index k, a context value having frequency index i1 - 1 of the audio frame having
temporal index k and entries of the frequency-scaled context memory structure of the audio frame having temporal index
k - 1 and frequency indices i1 - 1, i1 and i1 + 1 are evaluated. Accordingly, entries of the preliminary context memory
structure of the audio frame having temporal index k - 1 and frequency indices i1 - 1, i1 + 1 and i1 + 2 are effectively
evaluated for determining the context for the decoding of the spectral value (or tuple of spectral values) of the audio
frame having temporal index k and frequency index i1. Thus, the environment of spectral values, which are used for the
context state determination, is effectively changed by the frequency stretching or frequency compression of the prelim-
inary context memory structure (or of the contents thereof).
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8.2. Implementation according to Fig. 4c

[0146] In the following, an example for mapping the context of an arithmetic coder using 4- tuples will be described
taking reference to Fig 4c, which shows a tuple-wise processing.
[0147] Fig. 4c shows a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for obtaining the frequency-scaled context
memory structure (for example, the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440) on the basis of the preliminary
context memory structure (for example, the preliminary context memory structure 432).
[0148] The algorithm 460 according to Fig. 4c assumes that the preliminary context memory structure 432 is stored
in an array "self->base.m_qbuf". Moreover, the algorithm 460 assumes that the frequency stretching factor information
436 is stored in a variable "self->base.m_ContextUpdateRatio".
[0149] In a first step 460a, a number of variables are initialized. In particular, a target tuple index variable "nLinTupleldx"
and a source tuple index variable "nWarpTupleIdx" are initialized to zero. Moreover, a reorder buffer array "Tqi4" is
initialized.
[0150] In a step 460b the entries of the preliminary context memory structure "self->base.m_qbuf" are copied into the
reorder buffer array.
[0151] Subsequently, a copy algorithm 460c is repeated as long as both the target tuple index variable and the source
tuple index variable are smaller than a variable nTuples describing a maximum number of tuples.
[0152] In a step 460ca, four entries of the reorder buffer, a (tuple) frequency index of which is determined by a current
value of the source tuple index variable (in combination with a first index constant "firstIdx") are copied to entries of the
context memory structure (self->base.m_qbuf[][]), frequency indices of which entries are determined by the target tuple
index variable (nLinTupleIdx) (in combination with the first index constant "firstIdx").
[0153] In a step 460cb, the target tuple index variable is incremented by one.
[0154] In a step 460cc, the source tuple index variable is set to a value, which is a product of the current value of the
target tuple index variable (nLinTupleIdx) and the frequency stretching factor information (self-
>base.m_ContextUpdateRatio), rounded to the nearest integer value. Accordingly, the value of the source tuple index
variable may be larger than the value of the target tuple index variable if the frequency stretching factor variable is larger
than one, and smaller than the target tuple index variable if the frequency stretching factor variable is smaller than one.
[0155] Accordingly, a value of the source tuple variable is associated with each value of the target tuple index variable
(as long as both the value of the target tuple index variable and the value of the source tuple variable are smaller than
the constant nTuples). Subsequent to the execution of steps 460cb and 460cc, the copying of entries from the reorder
buffer to the context memory structure is repeated in step 460ca, using the updated association between a source tuple
and a target tuple.
[0156] Thus, the algorithm 460 according to Fig. 4c performs the functionality of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure provider 430a, wherein the preliminary context memory structure is represented by the initial entries of the
array "self->base.m_qbuf", and wherein the frequency-scaled context memory structure 440 is represented by the up-
dated entries of the array "self->base.m_qbuf".

8.3. Implementation According to Figs. 4d and 4e

[0157] In the following, an example for mapping the context of an arithmetic coder using 4- tuples will be described
taking reference to Fig 4c, which shows a line-wise processing.
[0158] Figs. 4d and 4e show a pseudo program code representation of an algorithm for performing the frequency
scaling (i.e., frequency stretching or frequency compression) of a context.
[0159] The algorithm 470 according to Figs. 4d and 4e receives, as an input information, the array "self-
>base.m_qbuf[][]" (or at least a reference to said array) and the frequency stretching factor information "self self-
>base.m_ContextUpdateRatio". Moreover, the algorithm 470 receives, as an input information, a variable "self-
>base.m_IcsInfo->m_ScaleFactorBandsTransmitted", which describes a number of active lines. Moreover, the algorithm
470 modifies the array self->base.m_qbuf[][], such that the entries of said array represent the frequency-scaled context
memory structure.
[0160] The algorithm 470 comprises, in a step 470a, an initialization of a plurality of variables. In particular, a target
line index variable (linLineIdx) and a source line index variable (warpLineIdx) are initialized to zero.
[0161] In step 470b, a number of active tuples and a number of active lines are computed.
[0162] In the following, two sets of contexts are processed, which comprise different context indices (designated by
the variable "contextIdx"). However, in other embodiments it is also sufficient to only process one context.
[0163] In a step 470c, a line temporary buffer array "lineTmpBuf" and a line reorder buffer array "lineReorderBuf" are
initialized with zero entries.
[0164] In a step 470d, entries of the preliminary context memory structure associated with different frequency bins of
a plurality of tuples of spectral values are copied to the line reorder buffer array. Accordingly, entries of the line reorder
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buffer array having subsequent frequency indices are set to entries of the preliminary context memory structure which
are associated with different frequency bins. In other words, the preliminary context memory structure comprises an
entry "self->base.m_qbuf[CurTuple][contextIdx]" per tuple of spectral values, wherein the entry associated with a tuple
of spectral values comprises sub-entries a, b, c, d associated with the individual spectral lines (or spectral bins). Each
of the sub-entries a,b,c,d is copied into an individual entry of the line reorder buffer array "lineReorderBuf[]" in a step 470d.
[0165] Consequently, the content of the line reorder buffer array is copied into the line temporal buffer array "lineTmp-
Buf[]" in a step 470e.
[0166] Subsequently, the target line index variable and the source line index variable are initialized to take the value
of zero in a step 470f.
[0167] Subsequently, entries "lineReorderBuf[warpLineIdx]" of the line reorder buffer array are copied to the line
temporal buffer array for a plurality of values of the target line index variable "linLineIdx" in a step 470g. The step 470g
is repeated as long as both the target line index variable and the source line index variable are smaller than a variable
"activeLines", which indicates a total number of active (non-zero) spectral lines. An entry of the line temporary buffer
array designated by the current value of the target line index variable "linLineIdx" is set to the value of the line reorder
buffer array designated by the current value of the source line index variable. Subsequently, the target line index variable
is incremented by one. The source line index variable "warpLineIdx" is set to take a value which is determined by the
product of the current value of the target line index variable and the frequency stretching factor information (represented
by the variable "self->base.m_ContextUpdateRatio".
[0168] After the update of the target line index variable and the source line index variable, step 470g is repeated,
provided both the target line index variable and the source line index variable are smaller than the value of the variable
"activeLines".
[0169] Accordingly, context entries of the preliminary context memory structure are frequency-scaled in a line-wise
manner, rather than in a tuple-wise manner.
[0170] In a final step 470h, a tuple-representation is reconstructed on the basis of the line-wise entries of the line
temporary buffer array. Entries a, b, c, d, of a tuple representation "self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple][contextIdx]" of the
context are set in accordance with four entries "lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0]" to "lineTmpButT(curTuple-1)*4+3]" of
the line temporary buffer array, which entries are adjacent in frequency. In addition, a tuple energy field "e" is, optionally,
set to represent an energy of the spectral values associated with the respective tuple. Moreover, an additional field "v"
of the tuple representation is, optionally, set if the magnitude of the spectral values associated with said tuple is com-
paratively small.
[0171] However, it should be noted that details regarding the calculation of new tuples, which is performed in a step
470h, are strongly dependent on the actual representation of the context and may therefore vary significantly. However,
it can be generally said that a tuple-based representation is created on the basis of an individual-line-based representation
of the frequency-scaled context in step 470h.
[0172] To summarize, in accordance with the algorithm 470, a tuple-wise context representation (entries of the array
"self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple][contextIdx]") is first split up into a frequency-line-wise context representation (or frequency-
bin-wise context representation) (step 470d). Subsequently, the frequency scaling is performed in a line-wise manner
(step 470g). Finally, a tuple-wise representation of the context (updated entries of the array "self->base.m_qbuf[curTu-
ple][contextIdx]") is reconstructed (step 470h) on the basis of the line-wise frequency-scaled information.

9. Detailed Description of the Frequency-Domain-to-Time-Domain Decoding Algorithm

9.1. Overview

[0173] In the following, some of the algorithms performed by an audio decoder according to an embodiment of the
invention will be described in detail. For this purpose, reference is made to Figs. 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 7a, 7b, 8, 9, 10a, 10b,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
[0174] First of all, reference is made to Fig. 7a, which shows a legend of definitions of data elements and a legend of
definitions of help elements. Moreover, reference is made to Fig. 7b, which shows a legend of definitions of constants.
[0175] Generally speaking, it can be said that the methods described here can be used for the decoding of an audio
stream which is encoded according to a time-warped modified discrete cosine transform. Thus, when the TW-MDCT is
enabled for an audio stream (which may be indicated by a flag, for example, referred to as "twMDCT" flag, which may
be comprised in a specific configuration information), a time-warped filter bank and block switching may replace a
standard filter bank and block switching in an audio decoder. Additionally to the inverse modified discrete cosine transform
(IMCT) the time-warped filter bank and block switching contains a time-domain-to-time-domain mapping from an arbitrarily
spaced time grid to a normal regularly spaced or linearly spaced time grid and a corresponding adaptation of window
shapes.
[0176] It should be noted here, that the decoding algorithm described here may be performed, for example, by the
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warp time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 on the basis of the encoded representation of the
spectrum and also on the basis of the encoded time warp information 184,252.

9.2. Definitions:

[0177] With respect to the definition of data elements, help elements and constants, reference is made to Figs. 7a
and 7b.

9.3. Decoding Process-Warp Contour

[0178] The codebook indices of the warp contour nodes are decoded as follows to warp values for the individual nodes:

[0179] However, the mapping of the time warp codewords "tw_ratio[k]" onto decoded time warp values, designated
here as "warp_value_tbl[tw_ratio[k]]", may, optionally be dependent on the sampling frequency in the embodiments
according to the invention. Accordingly, there is not a single mapping table in some embodiments according to the
invention, but there are individual mapping tables for different sampling frequencies.
[0180] To obtain the sample-wise (n_long samples) new warp contour data "new_warp_contour[]", the warp node
values "warp_node_values[]" are now interpolated linearly between the equally spaced (interp_dist apart) nodes using
an algorithm, a pseudo program code representation which is shown in Fig. 9.
[0181] Before obtaining the full warp contour for this frame (for example, for a current frame), the buffered values from
the past may be rescaled, so that the last warp value of the past warp contour "past_warp_contour[]" = 1. 

past_warp_contour[i] = past_warp_contour[i]·norm_fac for 0≤i<2·n_long
last_warp_sum = last_warp_sum·norm_fac
cur_warp_ sum = cur_warp_sum·norm_fac

[0182] The full warp contour "warp_contour[]" is obtained by concatenating the past warp contour "past_warp_contour"
and the new warp contour "new_warp_contour", and the new warp sum "new_warp_sum" is calculated as a sum over
all new warp contour values "new_warp_contour[]": 

9.4. Decoding Process-Sample Position and Window Length Adjustment

[0183] From the warp contour "warp_contour[]", a vector of the sample positions of the warped samples on a linear
time scale is computed. For this, the time warp contour is generated in accordance with the following equations: 
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where 

[0184] With the helper functions "warp_inv_vec()" and "warp_time_inv()", pseudo program code representations of
which are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b, respectively, the sample position vector and the transition length are computed
in accordance with an algorithm, a pseudo program code representation of which is shown in Fig. 11.

9.5. Decoding Process-Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (IMDCT)

[0185] In the following, the inverse modified discrete cosine transform will be briefly described.
[0186] The analytical expression of the inverse modified discrete cosine transform is as follows: 

where:

n = sample index
i = window index
k = spectral coefficient index
N = window length based on the window_sequence value
n0 = (N/2+1)/2

[0187] The synthesis window length for the inverse transform is a function of the syntax element "window_sequence"
(which may be included in the bitstream) and the algorithmic context. The synthesis window length may, for example,
be defined in accordance with the table of Fig. 12.
[0188] The meaningful block transitions are listed in the table of Fig. 13. A tick mark in a given table cell indicates that
a window sequence listed in this particular row may be followed by a window sequence listed in this particular column.
[0189] Regarding the allowed window sequences, it should be noted that the audio decoder may, for example, be
switchable between windows of different lengths. However, the switching of window lengths is not of particular relevance
for the present invention. Rather, the present invention can be understood on the basis of the assumption that there is
a sequence of windows of type "only_long_sequence" and that the core coder frame length is equal to 1024.
[0190] Moreover, it should be noted that the audio signal decoder may be switchable between a frequency-domain
coding mode and a time-domain coding mode. However, this possibility is not of particular relevance to the present
invention. Rather, the present invention is applicable in audio signal decoders which are only capable of handling the
frequency domain coding mode, as discussed, for example, with reference to Figs. 1b and 2b.

9.6. Decoying Process-Windowing and Block switching

[0191] In the following, the windowing and block switching, which may be performed by the time-warping frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter 180 and, in particular, by the windower 180g thereof, will be described.
[0192] Depending on the "window_shape" element (which may be included in a bitstream representing the audio
signal) different oversampled transform window prototypes are used, and the length of the oversampled windows is 
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[0193] For window_shape = 1, the window coefficients are given by the Kaiser - Bessel derived (KBD) window as
follows: 

 where:

W’, Kaiser-Besser kernel function is defined as follows: 

α =kernel window alpha factor, α = 4

[0194] Otherwise, for window_shape == 0, a sine window is employed as follows: 

[0195] For all kinds of window sequences, the used protoype for the left window part is the determinded by the window
shape of the previous block. The following formula expresses this fact: 

[0196] Likewise the prototype for the right window shape is determinded by the following formula: 
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[0197] Since the transition lengths are already determined, it only should be differentiated between window sequence
of type "EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE" and all other window sequences.
[0198] In case the current frame is of type "EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE", a windowing and internal (frame-internal)
overlap-and-add is performed. The C-code-like portion of Fig. 14 describes the windowing and the internal overlap-add
of the frame having window type "EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE".
[0199] For frames of any other types, an algorithm may be used, a pseudo program code representation of which is
shown in Fig. 15.

9.7. Decoding Process-Time-Varying Re-sampling

[0200] In the following, the time-varying re-sampling will be described, which may be performed by the time-warping
frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180 and, in particular, by the re-sampler 180i.
[0201] The windowed block z[] is re-sampled according to the sample positions (which are provided by the sampling
position calculator 1801 on the basis of the decoded time warp contour information 258) using the following impulse
response: 

[0202] Before re-sampling, the windowed block is padded with zeros on both ends: 

[0203] The re-sampling itself is described in a pseudo program code section shown in Fig. 16.

9.8. Decoding Process-Overlapping-and-Adding with Previous Window Sequences

[0204] The overlapping-and-adding, which is performed by the overlapper/adder 180m of the time-warping frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter 180, is the same for all sequences and can be described mathematically as follows: 
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9.9. Decoding Process-Memory Update

[0205] In the following, a memory update will be described. Even though no specific means are shown in Fig. 2b, it
should be noted that the memory update may be performed by the time-warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain
converter 180.
[0206] The memory buffers needed for decoding the next frame are updated as follows:

past_warp_contour[n]=warp_contour[n+n_long], for 0 ≤ n < 2·n_long
cur_warp_sum =new_warp_sum
last_warp_sum = cur_warp_sum

[0207] Before decoding the first frame or if the last frame was encoded with an optical LPC domain coder, the memory
states are set as follows:

past_warp_contour[n] = 1, for 0 ≤ n < 2·n_long
cur_warp_sum =n_long
last_warp_sum = n_long

9.10. Decoding Process-Conclusion

[0208] To summarize the above, a decoding process has been described, which may be performed by the time-warping
frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter 180. As can be seen, a time-domain representation is provided for an audio
frame of, for example, 2048 time-domain samples, and subsequent audio frames may, for example, overlap by approx-
imately 50%, such that a smooth transition between time-domain representations of subsequent audio frames is ensured.
[0209] A set of, for example, NUM_TW_NODES = 16 decoded time warp values may be associated with each of the
audio frames (provided that the time warp is active in said audio frame), irrespective of the actual sampling frequency
of the time-domain samples of the audio frame.

10. Spectral Noiseless Coding

[0210] In the following, some details regarding the spectral noiseless coding will be described, which may be performed
by the context-based spectral value decoder 160 in combination with the context state determinator 170. It should be
noted that a corresponding encoding may be performed by the context spectral value encoder in combination with the
context state determinator 140, wherein a man skilled in the art will understand the respective encoding steps from the
detailed discussion of the decoding steps.

10.1. Spectral Noiseless Coding- Tool Description

[0211] Spectral noiseless coding is used to further reduce the redundancy of the quantized spectrum. The spectral
noiseless coding scheme is based on an arithmetic coding in conjunction with a dynamically adapted context. The
spectral noiseless coding scheme discussed below is based on 2-tuples, that is two neighbored spectral coefficients
are combined. Each 2-tuple is split into the sign, the most significant 2-bits wise plane, and the remaining less significant
bit-planes. The noiseless coding for the most significant 2-bits wise plane, m, uses context dependent cumulative fre-
quencies tables derived from four previously decoded 2-tuples. The noiseless coding is fed by the quantized spectral
values and uses context dependent cumulative frequencies tables derived from (e.g., selected in accordance with) four
previously decoded neighboring 2-tuples. Here, the neighborhood, in both, time and frequency, is taken into account,
as illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows a graphical representation of a context for a state calculation. The cumulative
frequencies tables are then used by the arithmetic coder (encoder or decoder) to generate a variable length binary code.
[0212] However, it should be noted that a different size of the context may be chosen. For example, a smaller or a
larger number of tuples, which are in an environment of the tuple to decode, may be used for the context determination.
Also, a tuple may comprise a smaller or larger number of spectral values. Alternatively, individual spectral values may
be used to obtain the context, rather than tuples.
[0213] The arithmetic coder produces a binary code for a given set of symbols and their respective probabilities. The
binary code is generated by mapping a probability interval, where the set of symbols lies, to a codeword.

10.2 Spectral Noiseless Cording - Definitions

[0214] With respect to definitions of variables, constants, and so on, reference is made to Fig. 18, which shows a
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legend of definitions.

10.3 Decoding Process

[0215] The quantized spectral coefficients "x_ac_dec[]" are noiselessly decoded starting from the lowest frequency
coefficient and progressing to the highest frequency coefficient. They are decoded, for example, by groups of two
successive coefficients a and b gathering in a so-called 2-tuple (a, b).
[0216] The decoded coefficients x_ac_dec[] for a frequency domain mode (as described above) are then stored in an
array "x_ac_quant[g][win][sfb][bin]". The order of transmission of the noiseless coding codewords is such that when they
are decoded in the order received and stored in the array, bin is the most rapidly incrementing index and g is the slowest
incrementing index. Within a codeword, the order of decoding is a and then b.
[0217] Optionally, coefficients for a transform-coded-excitation mode may also be evaluated. Even though the above
examples are only related to frequency-domain audio encoding and frequency-domain audio decoding, the concepts
disclosed herein may actually be used for audio encoders and audio decoders operating in the transform-coded-excitation
domain. The decoded coefficients x_ac_dec[] for the transform coded excitation (TCX) are stored directly in an array
x_tcx_invquant[win][bin], and the order of the transmission of the noiseless coding codewords is such that when they
are decoded in the order received and stored in the array, bin is the most rapidly incrementing index and win is the
slowest incrementing index. Within a codeword the order of decoding is a and then b.
[0218] First, the (optional) flag "arith_reset_flag" determines if the context must be reset (or should be reset). If the
flag is TRUE, an initialization is performed.
[0219] The decoding process starts with an initialization phase where the context element vector q is updated by
copying and mapping the context elements of the previous frame stored in arrays (or sub-arrays) q[1][] into q[0][]. The
context elements within q are stored, for example, on 4-bits per 2-tuple. For details regarding the initialization, reference
is made to the algorithm, a pseudo program code representation of which is shown in Fig. 19.
[0220] Subsequent to the initialization, which may be performed in accordance with the algorithm of Fig. 19, the
frequency scaling of the context, which has been discussed above, may be performed. For example, the array (or sub-
array) q[0] [] may be considered as the preliminary context memory structure 432 (or may be equivalent to the array
self->base.m_qbuf[][], except for details regarding the dimensions and the regarding the entires e and v). Moreover, the
frequency-scaled context may be stored back to the array q[0][] (or to the array "self->base.m_qbuf[][]"). Alternatively,
however, or in addition, the contents of the array (or sub-array) q[1][] may be frequency-scaled by the apparatus 438.
[0221] To summarize, the noiseless decoder outputs 2-tuples of unsigned quantized spectral coefficients. At first (or,
typically, after the frequency scaling), the state c of the context is calculated based on the previously decoded spectral
coefficients surrounding the 2-tuple to decode. Therefore, the state is incrementally updated using the context state of
the last decoded 2-tuple considering only two new 2-tuples. The state is coded, for example, on 17-bits and is returned
by the function "arith_get_context[]", a pseudo program code representation of which is shown in Fig. 20.
[0222] The context state c, which is obtained as return value of the function "arith_get_context[]" determines the
cumulative frequency table used for decoding the most significant 2-bits wise plane m. The mapping from c to the
corresponding cumulative frequency table index pki is performed by the function "arith_get_pk[]", a pseudo program
code representation of which is shown in Fig. 21.
[0223] The value m is decoded using the function "arith_decode[]" called with the cumulative frequencies table,
"arith_cf_m[pki][]", wherein pki corresponds to the index returned by the function "arith_get_pk[]". The arithmetic coder
is an integer implementation using a method of tag generation with scaling. The pseudo C-code according to Fig. 22
describes the used algorithm.
[0224] When the decoded value m is the escape symbol "ARITH_ESCAPE", the variables "lev" and "esc_nb" are
incremented by one and another value m is decoded. In this case, the function "get_pk[]" is called once again with the
value c & esc_nb « 17 as input argument, where esc_nb is the number of escape symbols previously decoded for the
same 2-tuple and bounded to 7.
[0225] Once the value m is not the escape symbol "ARITH_ESCAPE", the decoder checks if the successive m forms
an "ARITH_STOP" symbol. If the condition (esc_nb > 0 && m = 0) is true, the "ARITH_STOP" is detected and the
decoding process is ended. The decoder jumps directly to the sign decoding described afterwards. The condition means
that the rest of the frame is composed of zero values.
[0226] If the "ARITH_STOP" symbol is not met, the remaining bit planes are then decoded if any exist for the present
2-tuple. The remaining bit planes are decoded from the most significant to the lowest significant level by calling the
function "arith_decode[]" lev number of times. The decoded bit planes r permit to refine the previously decoded values
a, b in accordance with an algorithm, a pseudo program code of which is shown in Fig. 23.
[0227] At this point, the unsigned value of the 2-tuple (a, b) is completely decoded. It is saved in the array "x_ac_dec[]"
holding the spectral coefficients, as shown in the pseudo program code of Fig. 24.
[0228] The context q is also updated for the next 2-tuple. It should be noted that this context update may also be
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performed for the last 2-tuple. The context update is performed by the function "artih_update_context[]", a pseudo
program code of which is shown in Fig. 25.
[0229] The next 2-tuple of the frame is then decoded by incrementing i by one and by redoing the same process as
described above. In particular, the frequency scaling of the context may be performed, and the above described process
may be restarted from the function "arith_get_context[]" subsequently. When lg/2 2-tuples are decoded within the frame
or when the stop symbol "ARITH_STOP" occurs, the decoding process of the spectral amplitude terminates and the
decoding of the signs begins.
[0230] Once all unsigned quantized spectral coefficients are decoded, the according sign is added. For each non-null
quantized value of "x_ac_dec", a bit is read. If the read bit is equal to one, the quantized value is positive, nothing is
done and the signed value is equal to the previously decoded unsigned value. Otherwise, the decoded coefficient is
negative, and the two’s complement is taken from the unsigned value. The sign bits are read from the low to the high
frequencies.
[0231] The decoding is finished by calling the function "arith_finish[]", a pseudo program code of which his shown in
Fig. 26. The remaining spectral coefficients are set to zero. The respective context states are updated correspondingly.
[0232] To summarize the above, a context-based (or context-dependent) decoding of the spectral values is performed,
wherein individual spectral values may be decoded, or wherein the spectral values may be decoded tuple-wise (as
shown above). The context may be frequency-scaled, as discussed herein, in order to obtain a good encoding/decoding
performance in the case of a temporal variation of the fundamental frequency (or, equivalently, of the pitch).

11. Audio Stream According to Figs. 27a-27f

[0233] In the following, an audio stream will be described which comprises an encoded representation of one or more
audio signal channels and one or more time warp contours. The audio stream described in the following may, for example,
carry the encoded audio signal representation 112 or the encoded audio signal representation 152.
[0234] Fig. 27a shows a graphical representation of a so-called "USAC_raw_data_block" data stream element, which
may comprise a signal channel element (SCE), a channel pair element (CPE) or a combination of one or more single
channel elements and/or one or more channel pair elements.
[0235] The "USAC_raw_data_block" may typically comprise a block of encoded audio data, while additional time warp
contour information may be provided in a separate data stream element. Nevertheless, it is naturally possible to encode
some time warp contour data into the "USAC_raw_data_block".
[0236] As can be seen from Fig. 27b, a single channel element typically comprises a frequency domain channel stream
("fd_channel_stream"), which will be explained in detail with reference to Fig. 27d.
[0237] As can be seen from Fig. 27c, a channel pair element ("channel_pair_element") typically comprises a plurality
of frequency-domain channel streams. Also, the channel pair element may comprise time warp information, like, for
example, a time warp activation flag ("tw_MDCT"), which may be transmitted in a configuration data stream element or
in the "USAC_raw_data_block", and which determines whether time warp information is included in the channel pair
element. For example, if the "tw_MDCT" flag indicates that the time warp is active, the channel pair element may comprise
a flag ("common tw"), which indicates whether there is a common time warp for the audio channels of the channel pair
element. If said flag ("common_tw") indicates that there is a common time warp for multiple of the audio channels, then
a common time warp information ("tw_data") is included in the channel pair element, for example, separate from the
frequency-domain channel streams.
[0238] Taking reference now to Fig. 27d, the frequency-domain channel stream is described. As can be seen from
Fig. 27d, the frequency-domain channel stream, for example, comprises a global gain information. Also, the frequency-
domain channel stream comprises time warp data, if the time warping is active (flag "tw_MDCT" is active) and if there
is no common time warp information for multiple audio signal channels (flag "common_tw" is inactive).
[0239] Further, a frequency-domain channel stream also comprises scale factor data ("scale_factor_data") and en-
coded spectral data (for example, arithmetically encoded spectral data "ac_spectral_data").
[0240] Taking reference now to Fig. 27e, the syntax of the time warp data is briefly discussed. The time warp data
may, for example, optionally comprise a flag (e.g., "tw_data_present" or "active_pitch_data") indicating whether time
warp data is present. If the time warp data is present (i.e., the time warp contour is not flat), the time warp data may
comprise the sequence of a plurality of encoded time warp ratio values (e.g., "tw_ratio[i]" or "pitch Idx[i]"), which may,
for example, be encoded according to a sampling-rate dependent codebook table, as is described above.
[0241] Thus, the time warp data may comprise a flag indicating that there is no time warp data available, which may
be set by an audio signal encoder, if the time warp contour is constant (time warp ratios are approximately equal to
1.000). In contrast, if the time warp contour is varying, ratios between subsequent time warp contour nodes may be
encoded using the codebook indices, making up the "tw_ratio" information.
[0242] Fig. 27f shows a graphical representation of the syntax of the arithmetically coded spectral data
"ac_spcctral_data()". The arithmetically coded spectral data are encoded in dependence on the status of an independency
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flag (here: "indepFlag"), which indicates, if active, that the arithmetically coded data are independent from arithmetically
encoded data of a previous frame. If the independency flag "indepFlag" is active, an arithmetic reset flag "arith_reset_flag"
is set to be active. Otherwise, the value of the arithmetic reset flag is determined by a bit in the arithmetically coded
spectral data.
[0243] Moreover, the arithmetically coded spectral data block "ac_spectral_data()" comprises one or more units of
arithmetically coded data, wherein the number of units of arithmetically coded data "arith_data()" is dependent on a
number of blocks (or windows) in the current frame. In a long block mode, there is only one window per audio frame.
However, in a short block mode, there may be, for example, eight windows per audio frame. Each unit of arithmetically
coded spectral data "arith_data" comprises a set of spectral coefficients, which may serve as the input for a frequency-
domain-to-time-domain transform, which may be performed, for example, by the inverse transform 180e.
[0244] The number of spectral coefficients per unit of arithmetically encoded data "arith data" may, for example, be
independent of the sampling frequency, but may be dependent on the block length mode (short block mode
"EIGHT_SHORT_SEQUENCE" or long block mode "ONLY_LONG_SEQUENCE").

12. Conclusions

[0245] To summarize the above, improvements in the context of the time-warped-modified-discrete-cosine-transform
have been discussed. The invention described herein is in a context of a time-warped-modified-discrete-transform coder
(see, for example, references [1] and [2]) and comprises methods for an improved performance of a warped MDCT
transform coder. One implementation of such a time-warped-modified-discrete-cosine-transform coder is realized in the
ongoing MPEG USAC audio coding standardization work (see, for example, reference [3]). Details on the used TW-
MDCT implementation can be found, for example, in reference [4].
[0246] However, improvements to the mentioned concepts are suggested herein.

13. Implementation Alternatives

[0247] Although some aspects have been described in the context of an apparatus, it is clear that these aspects also
represent a description of the corresponding method, where a block or device corresponds to a method step or a feature
of a method step. Analogously, aspects described in the context of a method step also represent a description of a
corresponding block or item or feature of a corresponding apparatus. Some or all of the method steps may be executed
by (or using) a hardware apparatus, like for example, a microprocessor, a programmable computer or an electronic
circuit. In some embodiments, some one or more of the most important method steps may be executed by such an
apparatus.
[0248] The inventive encoded audio signal can be stored on a digital storage medium or can be transmitted on a
transmission medium such as a wireless transmission medium or a wired transmission medium such as the Internet.
[0249] Depending on certain implementation requirements, embodiments of the invention can be implemented in
hardware or in software. The implementation can be performed using a digital storage medium, for example a floppy
disk, a DVD, a Blue-Ray, a CD, a ROM, a PROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM or a FLASH memory, having electronically
readable control signals stored thereon, which cooperate (or are capable of cooperating) with a programmable computer
system such that the respective method is performed. Therefore, the digital storage medium may be computer readable.
[0250] Some embodiments according to the invention comprise a data carrier having electronically readable control
signals, which are capable of cooperating with a programmable computer system, such that one of the methods described
herein is performed.
[0251] Generally, embodiments of the present invention can be implemented as a computer program product with a
program code, the program code being operative for performing one of the methods when the computer program product
runs on a computer. The program code may for example be stored on a machine readable carrier.
[0252] Other embodiments comprise the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein,
stored on a machine readable carrier.
[0253] In other words, an embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a computer program having a program
code for performing one of the methods described herein, when the computer program runs on a computer.
[0254] A further embodiment of the inventive methods is, therefore, a data carrier (or a digital storage medium, or a
computer-readable medium) comprising, recorded thereon, the computer program for performing one of the methods
described herein. The data carrier, the digital storage medium or the recorded medium are typically tangible and/or non-
transitionary.
[0255] A further embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a data stream or a sequence of signals representing
the computer program for performing one of the methods described herein. The data stream or the sequence of signals
may for example be configured to be transferred via a data communication connection, for example via the Internet.
[0256] A further embodiment comprises a processing means, for example a computer, or a programmable logic device,
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configured to or adapted to perform one of the methods described herein.
[0257] A further embodiment comprises a computer having installed thereon the computer program for performing
one of the methods described herein.
[0258] A further embodiment according to the invention comprises an apparatus or a system configured to transfer
(for example, electronically or optically) a computer program for performing one of the methods described herein to a
receiver. The receiver may, for example, be a computer, a mobile device, a memory device or the like. The apparatus
or system may, for example, comprise a file server for transferring the computer program to the receiver.
[0259] In some embodiments, a programmable logic device (for example a field programmable gate array) may be
used to perform some or all of the functionalities of the methods described herein. In some embodiments, a field pro-
grammable gate array may cooperate with a microprocessor in order to perform one of the methods described herein.
Generally, the methods are preferably performed by any hardware apparatus.
[0260] The above described embodiments are merely illustrative for the principles of the present invention. It is un-
derstood that modifications and variations of the arrangements and the details described herein will be apparent to
others skilled in the art. It is the intent, therefore, to be limited only by the scope of the impending patent claims and not
by the specific details presented by way of description and explanation of the embodiments herein.
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Claims

1. An audio signal decoder (150; 240) for providing a decoded audio signal representation (154) on the basis of an
encoded audio signal representation (152) comprising an encoded spectrum representation (ac_spectral_data[])
and an encoded time warp information (tw_data[]), the audio signal decoder comprising:

a context-based spectral value decoder (160) configured to decode a codeword (acod_m) describing one or
more spectral values or at least a portion (m) of a number representation of one or more spectral values in
dependence on a context state, to obtain decoded spectral values (162, 297, x_ac_dec[]);
a context state determinator (170; 400) configured to determine a current context state (164, c) in dependence
on one or more previously decoded spectral values (162, 297);
a time warping frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter (180) configured to provide a time-warped time-
domain representation (182) of a given audio frame on the basis of a set of decoded spectral values (162, 297)
associated with the given audio frame and provided by the context-based spectral value decoder and in de-
pendence on the time warp information;
wherein the context-state determinator (170; 400) is configured to adapt the determination of the context state
to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames.

2. The audio signal decoder according to claim 1, wherein the time warp information (tw_data) describes a variation
(prel) of a pitch over time; and
wherein the context state determinator (170; 400) is configured to derive a frequency stretching information (s;
m_ContextUpdateRatio) from the time warp information (tw_data); and
wherein the context state determinator is configured to stretch or compress a past context (432, q[0][], 450) associated
with the previous audio frame along the frequency axis in dependence on the frequency stretching information (s,
m_ContextUpdateRatio), to obtain an adapted context (440, q[0][], 452) for a context-based decoding of one or
more spectral values of a current audio frame.

3. The audio signal decoder according to claim 2, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is configured to
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derive a first average frequency information (frel,mean,k-1) over a first audio frame from the time warp information
(tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]), and to derive a second average frequency information (frel,mean,k) over a second
audio frame following the first audio frame from the time warp information; and
wherein the context state determinator is configured to compute a ratio between the second average frequency
information (frel,mean,k) over the second audio frame and the first average frequency information (frel,mean,k-1) over
the first audio frame in order to determine the frequency stretching information (s, m_ContextUpdateRatio).

4. The audio signal decoder according to claim 2, wherein the context state determinator (170; 400) is configured to
determine a first average time warp contour information (prel,mean,k-1) over a first audio frame from the time warp
information (tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]), and
wherein the context state determinator is configured to derive a second average time warp contour information
(prel,mean,k) over a second audio frame following the first audio frame from the time warp information (252, tw_data,
prel, warp_contour[]), and
wherein the context state determinator is configured to compute a ratio between the first average time warp contour
information (prel,mean,k-1) over the first audio frame and the second average time warp contour information (prel,mean,k
over the second audio frame, in order to determine the frequency stretching information (s, m_ContextUpdateRatio).

5. The audio signal decoder according to claim 3 or claim 4, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is
configured to derive the first and second average frequency information or the first and second average time warp
contour information from a common time warp contour (warp_contour[]) extending over a plurality of consecutive
audio frames.

6. The audio signal decoder according to claim 3, claim 4 or claim 5, wherein the audio signal decoder comprises a
time warp calculator (250) configured to calculate a time warp contour information (prel[], warp_contour[], 258)
describing a temporal evolution of a relative pitch over a plurality of consecutive audio frames on the basis of the
time warp information (tw_data, 252), and
wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is configured to use the time warp contour information for deriving
the frequency stretching information.

7. The audio signal decoder according to claim 6, wherein the audio signal decoder comprises a re-sampling position
calculator (1801),
wherein the re-sampling position calculator (1801) is configured to calculate re-sampling positions for use by the
time-warp resampler (180i) on the basis of the time warp contour information (prel[], warp_contour[], 258), such that
a temporal variation of the resampling positions is determined by the time warp contour information.

8. The audio signal decoder according to one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is
configured to derive a numeric current context value (164, c), which describes the context state, in dependence on
a plurality of previously decoded spectral values, and to select a mapping rule (cum_freq[]) describing a mapping
of a code value (acod_m) onto a symbol code (symbol) representing one or more spectral values, or a portion (m)
of a number representation of one or more spectral values, in dependence on the numeric current context value,
wherein the context-based spectral value decoder (160) is configured to decode the code value (acod_m) describing
one or more spectral values, or at least a portion (m) of a number representation of one or more spectral values,
using the mapping rule (cum_freq[]) selected by the context state determinator.

9. The audio signal decoder according to claim 8, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is configured to
set up and update a preliminary context memory structure (432, m_qbuf), such that entries of the preliminary context
memory structure describe one or more spectral values (162, 297) of a first audio frame, wherein entry indices of
the entries of the preliminary context memory structure are indicative of a frequency bin or a set of adjacent frequency
bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter (180e) to which the respective entries are associated;
wherein the context state determinator is configured to obtain a frequency-scaled context memory structure (440;
m_qbuf) for a decoding of a second audio frame following the first audio frame on the basis of the preliminary context
memory structure, such that a given entry (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) or a sub-entry (self-
>base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx].a) of the preliminary context memory structure having a first frequency index (i1+1,
i2+2,nWarpTupleIdx) is mapped onto a corresponding entry (452a, 452c, self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx]) or sub-
entry (self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx].a) of the frequency-scaled context memory structure (440,m_qbuf,452) hav-
ing a second frequency index (i1, i2-1, nLinTupleIdx), wherein the second frequency index is associated with a
different frequency bin or a set of adjacent frequency bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter (180e)
than the first frequency index.
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10. The audio signal decoder according to claim 9, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is configured to
derive a context state value (164,420) describing the current context state for a decoding of a code word (acod_m)
describing one or more spectral values of the second audio frame, or at least a portion (m) of a number representation
of one or more spectral values of a second audio frame, having associated a third frequency index (i1) using values
of the frequency scaled context memory structure (440, m_qbuf, 452), frequency indices (i1-1,i1,i1+1) of which
values of the frequency-scaled context memory structure are in a predetermined relationship with the third frequency
index (i1),
wherein the third frequency index (i1) designates a frequency bin or a set of adjacent frequency bins of the frequency-
domain-to-time-domain converter (180e) to which one or more spectral values of the second audio frame to be
decoded using the current context state are associated.

11. The audio signal decoder according to claim 9 or claim 10, wherein the context state determinator (170;400) is
configured to set each of a plurality of entries (452a, 452c, self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx]) of the frequency-scaled
context memory structure (440,452,m_qbuf) having a corresponding target frequency index (i1, i2-1, nLinTupleIdx)
to a value of a corresponding entry (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) of the preliminary context
memory structure (432,450,m_qbuf) having a corresponding source frequency index (i1+1, i2+2, nWarpTupleIdx),
wherein the context state determinator is configured to determine corresponding frequency indices (i1, il+1; i2-1,
i2+2; nLinTupleIdx, nWarpTupleIdx) of an entry of the frequency-scaled context memory structure and of a corre-
sponding entry of the preliminary context memory structure such that a ratio between said corresponding frequency
indices (nLinTupleIdx, nWarpTupleIdx) is determined by the change of the fundamental frequency between a current
audio frame, to which the entries of the preliminary context memory structure are associated, and a subsequent
audio frame, the decoding context of which is determined by the entries of the frequency-scaled context memory
structure.

12. The audio signal decoder according to claim 9 or claim 10, wherein the context state determinator (170, 400) is
configured to set up the preliminary context memory structure (432,m_qbuf, 450) such that each of a plurality of
entries (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) of the preliminary context memory structure is based on
a plurality of spectral values (a,b,c,d) of a first audio frame, wherein entry indices (i1+1,i2+2,nWarpTupleIdx) of the
entries of the preliminary context memory structure (432,450,m_qbuf) are indicative of a set of adjacent frequency
bins of the frequency-domain-to-time-domain converter (180e) to which the respective entries are associated;
wherein the context state determinator is configured to extract preliminary frequency-bin-individual context values
(lineReorderBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0], ..., lineReorderBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+3]) having associated individual frequency
bin indices from the entries (self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple[][]) of the preliminary context memory structure;
wherein the context state determinator is configured to obtain frequency-scaled frequency-bin-individual context
values (lineTmpBuf[linLineIdx]) having associated individual frequency bin indices (linLineIdx), such that a given
preliminary frequency-bin-individual context value (lineReorderBuf[warpLineIdx]) having a first frequency bin index
(warpLineIdx) is mapped onto a corresponding frequency-scaled frequency-bin-individual context value (lineTmp-
Buf[linLineIdx]) having a second frequency bin index (linLineIdx), such that a frequency-bin-individual mapping of
the preliminary frequency-bin-individual context value is obtained; and
wherein the context-state determinator is configured to combine a plurality of frequency-scaled frequency-bin-indi-
vidual context values (lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0,..., lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+3] into a combined entry (self-
>base.m_qbuf[curTuple][]) of the frequency-scaled context memory structure.

13. An audio signal encoder (100; 200) for providing an encoded representation (112) of an input audio signal (110)
comprising an encoded spectrum representation (132) and an encoded time warp information (226), the audio signal
encoder comprising:

a frequency-domain representation provider (120) configured to provide a frequency-domain representation
(124) representing a time-warped version of the input audio signal, time-warped in accordance with the time
warp information (122);
a context-based spectral value encoder (130) configured to provide a codeword (acod_m) describing one or
more spectral values of the frequency-domain representation (124), or at least a portion (m) of a number
representation of one or more spectral values of the frequency-domain representation (124), in dependence
on a context state (134), to obtain encoded spectral values (acod_m) of the encoded spectrum representation
(132); and
a context state determinator (140) configured to determine a current context state (134) in dependence on one
or more previously-encoded spectral values, wherein the context state determinator (140) is configured to adapt
the determination of the context state to a change of a fundamental frequency between subsequent audio frames.
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14. The audio signal encoder according to claim 13, wherein the context state determinator is configured to derive a
numeric current context value (134, c) in dependence on a plurality of previously encoded spectral values, and to
select a mapping rule describing a mapping of one or more spectral values, or of a portion (m) of a number repre-
sentation of one or more spectral values, onto a code value (acod_m) in dependence on the numeric current context
value,
wherein the context-based spectral value encoder is configured to provide the code value describing one or more
spectral values, or at least a portion of a number representation of one or more spectral values, using the mapping
rule selected by the context state determinator.

15. A method for providing a decoded audio signal representation (154) on the basis of an encoded audio signal
representation (152) comprising an encoded spectrum representation (ac_spectral_data[]) and an encoded time
warp information (tw_data[]), the method comprising:

decoding a codeword (acod_m) describing one or more spectral values or at least a portion (m) of a number
representation of one or more spectral values in dependence on a context state, to obtain decoded spectral
values (162, 297, x_ac_dec[]);
determining a current context state (164, c) in dependence on one or more previously decoded spectral values
(162, 297);
providing a time-warped time-domain representation (182) of a given audio frame on the basis of a set of
decoded spectral values (162, 297) associated with the given audio frame and provided by the context-based
spectral value decoder and in dependence on the time warp information;
wherein the determination of the context state is adapted to a change of a fundamental frequency between
subsequent audio frames.

16. A method for providing an encoded representation (112) of an input audio signal (110) comprising an encoded
spectrum representation (132) and an encoded time warp information (226), the method comprising:

providing a frequency-domain representation (124) representing a time-warped version of the input audio signal,
time-warped in accordance with the time warp information (122);
providing a codeword (acod_m) describing one or more spectral values of the frequency-domain representation
(124), or at least a portion (m) of a number representation of one or more spectral values of the frequency-
domain representation (124), in dependence on a context state (134), to obtain encoded spectral values
(acod_m) of the encoded spectrum representation (132); and
determining a current context state (134) in dependence on one or more previously-encoded spectral values,
wherein the determination of the context state is adapted to a change of a fundamental frequency between
subsequent audio frames.

17. A computer program for performing the method according to claim 15 or claim 16 when the computer program runs
on a computer.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Audiosignaldecodierer (150; 240) zum Bereitstellen einer decodierten Audiosignaldarstellung (154) auf der Basis
einer codierten Audiosignaldarstellung (152), die eine codierte Spektraldarstellung (ac_spectral_data[]) und eine
codierte Zeitkrümmungsinformation (tw_data[]), aufweist, wobei der Audiosignaldecodierer folgende Merkmale auf-
weist:

einen kontextbasierten Spektralwertdecodierer (160), der ausgebildet ist, um ein Codewort (acod_m), das einen
oder mehrere Spektralwerte oder zumindest einen Abschnitt (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer
Spektralwerte beschreibt, in Abhängigkeit von einem Kontextzustand zu decodieren, um decodierte Spektral-
werte (162, 297, x_ac_dec[]) zu erhalten;
einen Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170; 400), der ausgebildet ist, um einen momentanen Kontextzustand (164,
c) in Abhängigkeit von einem oder mehreren zuvor decodierten Spektralwerten (162, 297) zu bestimmen;
einen Zeitkrümmungs-Frequenzbereich-zu-Zeitbereich-Wandler (180), der ausgebildet ist, um eine zeitlich ge-
krümmte Zeitbereichsdarstellung (182) eines bestimmten Audiorahmens auf der Basis eines Satzes decodierter
Spektralwerte (162, 297), die dem bestimmten Audiorahmen zugeordnet sind und durch den kontextbasierten
Spektralwertdecodierer bereitgestellt werden, und in Abhängigkeit von der Zeitkümmungsinformation bereitzu-
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stellen;
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170; 400) ausgebildet ist, um die Bestimmung des Kontextzustands an
eine Veränderung einer Grundfrequenz zwischen nachfolgenden Audiorahmen anzupassen.

2. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 1, bei dem die Zeitkrümmungsinformation (tw_data) eine Variation
(prel) einer Tonlage über die Zeit beschreibt; und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170; 400) ausgebildet ist, um eine Frequenzdehninformation (s;
m_ContextUpdateRatio) aus der Zeitkrümmungsinformation (tw_data) herzuleiten; und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um einen vergangenen Kontext (432, q[0][], 450), der dem
vorherigen Audiorahmen zugeordnet ist, entlang der Frequenzachse, in Abhängigkeit von der Frequenzdehninfor-
mation (s, m_ContextUpdateRatio) zu dehnen oder zu komprimieren, um einen angepassten Kontext (440, q[0][],
452) für eine kontextbasierte Decodierung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte eines momentanen Audiorahmens
zu erhalten.

3. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 2, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400) ausgebildet ist,
um eine erste Durchschnittsfrequenzinformation (frel,mean,k-1) über einen ersten Audiorahmen aus der Zeitkrüm-
mungsinformation (tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]) herzuleiten und eine zweite Durchschnittsfrequenzinformation
(frel,mean,k) über einen zweiten Audiorahmen, der dem ersten Audiorahmen folgt, aus der Zeitkrümmungsinformation
herzuleiten; und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um ein Verhältnis zwischen der zweiten Durchschnittsfre-
quenzinformation (frel,mean,k) über den zweiten Audiorahmen und der ersten Durchschnittsfrequenzinformation
(frel,mean,k-1) über den ersten Audiorahmen zu berechnen, um die Frequenzdehninformation (s,
m_ContextUpdateRatio) zu bestimmen.

4. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 2, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170; 400) ausgebildet ist,
um eine erste Durchschnittszeitkrümmungskonturinformation (prel,mean,k-1) über einen ersten Audiorahmen aus der
Zeitkrümmungsinformation (252, tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]) zu bestimmen, und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um eine zweite Durchschnittszeitkrümmungskonturinforma-
tion (prel,mean,k) über einen zweiten Audiorahmen, der dem ersten Audiorahmen folgt, aus der Zeitkrümmungsinfor-
mation (252, tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]) herzuleiten, und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um ein Verhältnis zwischen der ersten Durchschnittszeitkrüm-
mungskonturinformation (prel,mean,k-1) über den ersten Audiorahmen und der zweiten Durchschnittszeitkrümmungs-
konturinformation (prel,mean,k) über den zweiten Audiorahmen zu berechnen, um die Frequenzdehninformation (s,
m_ContextUpdateRatio) zu bestimmen.

5. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 3 oder Anspruch 4, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400)
ausgebildet ist, um die erste und die zweite Durchschnittsfrequenzinformation oder die erste und die zweite
Durchschnittszeitkrümmungskonturinformation aus einer gemeinsamen Zeitkrümmungskontur (warp_contour[]), die
sich über eine Mehrzahl aufeinanderfolgender Audiorahmen erstreckt, herzuleiten.

6. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 3, Anspruch 4 oder Anspruch 5, wobei der Audiosignaldecodierer
einen Zeitkrümmungsberechner (250) aufweist, der ausgebildet ist, um eine Zeitkrümmungskonturinformation (prel[],
warp_contour[], 258), die eine zeitliche Evolution einer relativen Tonlage über eine Mehrzahl aufeinanderfolgender
Audiorahmen beschreibt, auf der Basis der Zeitkrümmungsinformation (tw_data, 252) zu berechnen, und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400) ausgebildet ist, um die Zeitkrümmungskonturinformation zum
Herleiten der Frequenzdehninformation zu verwenden.

7. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei der Audiosignaldecodierer einen Neuabtastpositionsberech-
ner (180l) aufweist,
wobei der Neuabtastpositionsberechner (180l) ausgebildet ist, um Neuabtastpositionen zur Verwendung durch den
Zeitkrümmungs-Neuabtaster (180i) auf der Basis der Zeitkrümmungskonturinformation (prel[], warp_contour[], 258)
zu berechnen, derart, dass eine zeitliche Variation der Neuabtastpositionen durch die Zeitkrümmungskonturinfor-
mation bestimmt ist.

8. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400)
ausgebildet ist, um einen numerischen momentanen Kontextwert (164, c), der den Kontextzustand beschreibt, in
Abhängigkeit von einer Mehrzahl zuvor decodierter Spektralwerte herzuleiten und eine Abbildungsvorschrift
(cum_freq[]), die eine Abbildung eines Codewerts (acod_m) auf einen Symbolcode (symbol) beschreibt, der einen
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oder mehrere Spektralwerte darstellt, oder einen Abschnitt (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektral-
werte, in Abhängigkeit von dem numerischen momentanen Kontextwert auszuwählen,
wobei der kontextbasierte Spektralwertdecodierer (160) ausgebildet ist, um den Codewert (acod_m), der einen oder
mehrere Spektralwerte beschreibt, oder zumindest einen Abschnitt (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer
Spektralwerte, unter Verwendung der Abbildungsvorschrift (cum_freq[]), die durch den Kontextzustandsbestimmer
ausgewählt wird, zu decodieren.

9. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 8, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400) ausgebildet ist,
um eine vorläufige Kontextspeicherstruktur (432, m_qbuf) derart aufzubauen und zu aktualisieren, dass Einträge
der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur einen oder mehrere Spektralwerte (162, 297) eines ersten Audiorahmens
beschreiben, wobei Eintragsindizes der Einträge der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur einen Frequenzkorb oder
einen Satz benachbarter Frequenzkörbe des Frequenzbereichs-zu-Zeitbereich-Wandlers (180e) anzeigen, dem die
jeweiligen Einträge zugeordnet sind;
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um eine frequenzskalierte Kontextspeicherstruktur (440,
m_qbuf) für ein Decodieren eines zweiten Audiorahmens, der dem ersten Audiorahmen folgt, auf der Basis der
vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur zu erhalten, derart, dass ein bestimmter Eintrag (450a, 450c, self->ba-
se.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx] oder ein Teileintrag (self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx].a) der vorläufigen Kontextspei-
cherstruktur mit einem ersten Frequenzindex (i1+1, i2+2,nWarpTupleIdx) auf einen entsprechenden Eintrag (452a,
452c, self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx]) oder Teileintrag (self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx].a) der frequenzskalier-
ten Kontextspeicherstruktur (440,m_qbuf,452) mit einem zweiten Frequenzindex (i1, i2-1,nLinTupleIdx) abgebildet
wird, wobei der zweite Frequenzindex einem unterschiedlichen Frequenzkorb oder Satz benachbarter Frequenz-
körbe des Frequenzbereich-zu-Zeitbereich-Wandlers (180e) zugeordnet ist als der erste Frequenzindex.

10. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 9, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170, 400) ausgebildet ist,
um einen Kontextzustandswert (164, 420), der den momentanen Kontextzustand beschreibt, für ein Decodieren
eines Codeworts (acod_m), das einen oder mehrere Spektralwerte des zweiten Audiorahmens beschreibt, oder
zumindest einen Abschnitt (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte eines zweiten Audiorah-
mens, dem ein dritter Frequenzindex (i1) zugeordnet ist, unter Verwendung von Werten der frequenzskalierten
Kontextspeicherstruktur (440, m_ qbuf, 452) herzuleiten, wobei Frequenzindizes (i1-1,i1, i1+1) dieser Werte der
frequenzskalierten Speicherstruktur in einer vorbestimmten Beziehung zu dem dritten Frequenzindex (i1) stehen,
wobei der dritte Frequenzindex (i1) einen Frequenzkorb oder einen Satz benachbarter Frequenzlörbe des Fre-
quenzbereich-zu-Zeitbereich-Wandlers (180e) bezeichnet, dem einer oder mehrere Spektralwerte des zweiten Au-
diorahmens, der unter Verwendung des momentanen Kontextzustands decodiert werden soll, zugeordnet sind.

11. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 9 oder Anspruch 10, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170;
400) ausgebildet ist, um jeden einer Mehrzahl von Einträgen (452a, 452c, self->base.m_qbuf[nLinTupleIdx]) der
frequenzskalierten Kontextspeicherstruktur (440, 452, m_qbuf) mit einem entsprechenden Zielfrequenzindex
(i1,i2-1,nLinTupleIdx) auf einen Wert eines entsprechenden Eintrags (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleI-
dx]) der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur (432,450,m_qbuf) mit einem entsprechenden Quellenfrequenzindex
(i1+1, i2+2,nWarpTupleIdx) zu setzen,
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um entsprechende Frequenzindizes (i1, i1+1; i2-1, i2+2;
nLinTupleIdx, nWarpTupleIdx) eines Eintrags der frequenzskalierten Kontextspeicherstruktur und eines entspre-
chenden Eintrags der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur derart zu bestimmen, dass ein Verhältnis zwischen den
entsprechenden Frequenzindizes (nLinTupleIdx, nWarpTupleIdx) durch die Veränderung der Grundfrequenz zwi-
schen einem momentanen Audiorahmen, dem die Einträge der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur zugeordnet
sind, und einem nachfolgenden Audiorahmen bestimmt wird, dessen Decodierunskontext durch die Einträge der
frequenzskalierten Kontextspeicherstruktur bestimmt ist.

12. Der Audiosignaldecodierer gemäß Anspruch 9 oder Anspruch 10, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer (170,
400) ausgebildet ist, um die vorläufige Kontextspeicherstruktur (432, m_qbuf, 450) derart einzurichten, dass jeder
einer Mehrzahl von Einträgen (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) der vorläufigen Kontextspeicher-
struktur auf einer Mehrzahl von Spektralwerten (a,b,c,d) eines ersten Audiorahmens basiert, wobei Eintragsindizes
(i1+1,i2+2,nWarpTupleIdx) der Einträge der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur (432,450,m_qubuf) einen Satz be-
nachbarter Frequenzkörbe des Frequenzbereich-zu-Zeitbereich-Wandlers (180e) anzeigen, dem die jeweiligen Ein-
träge zugeordnet sind;
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um vorläufige frequenzkorbindividuelle Kontextwerte (line-
ReorderBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0], ..., lineReorder-Buf[(curTuple-1)*4+3]) mit zugeordneten individuellen Frequenzkor-
bindizes aus den Einträgen (self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple[][]) der vorläufigen Kontextspeicherstruktur zu extrahieren;
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wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um frequenzskalierte frequenzkorb-individuelle Kontextwerte
(lineTmpBuf[linLineIdx]) mit zugeordneten individuellen Frequenzkorbindizes (linLineIdx) zu erhalten, derart, dass
ein bestimmter vorläufiger frequenzkorb-individueller Kontextwert (lineReorderBuf[warpLineIdx]) mit einem ersten
Frequenzkorbindex (warpLineIdx) auf einen entsprechenden frequenzskalierten frequenzkorb-individuellen Kon-
textwert (lineTmpBuf[linLineIdx]) mit einem zweiten Frequenzkorbindex (linLineIdx) abgebildet wird, derart, dass
eine frequenzkorb-individuelle Abbildung des vorläufigen frequenzkorb-individuellen Kontextwerts erhalten wird; und
wobei der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um eine Mehrzahl frequenzskalierter frequenzkorb-individu-
eller Kontextwerte (lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0,..., lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+3] in einen kombinierten Eintrag
(self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple][]) der frequenzskalierten Kontextspeicherstruktur zu kombinieren.

13. Ein Audiosignalcodierer (100; 200) zum Bereitstellen einer codierten Darstellung (112) eines Eingangsaudiosignals
(110), die eine codierte Spektraldarstellung (132) und eine codierte Zeitkrümmungsinformation (226) aufweist, wobei
der Audiosignalcodierer folgende Merkmale aufweist:

einen Frequenzbereichdarstellungsbereitsteller (120), der ausgebildet ist, um eine Frequenzbereichsdarstellung
(124), die eine zeitlich gekrümmte Version des Eingangsaudiosignals darstellt, zeitlich gekrümmt gemäß der
Zeitkrümmungsinformation (122), bereitzustellen;
einen kontextbasierten Spektralwertcodierer (130), der ausgebildet ist, um ein Codewort (acod_m), das einen
oder mehrere Spektralwerte der Frequenzbereichsdarstellung (124) beschreibt, oder zumindest einen Abschnitt
(m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte der Frequenzbereichsdarstellung (124), in Ab-
hängigkeit von einem Kontextzustand (134) bereitzustellen, um codierte Spektralwerte (acod_m) der codierten
Spektraldarstellung (132) zu erhalten; und
einen Kontextzustandsbestimmer (140), der ausgebildet ist, um einen momentanen Kontextzustand (134) in
Abhängigkeit von einem oder mehreren zuvor codierten Spektralwerten zu bestimmen, wobei der Kontextzu-
standsbestimmer (140) ausgebildet ist, um die Bestimmung des Kontextzustands an eine Veränderung einer
Grundfrequenz zwischen nachfolgenden Audiorahmen anzupassen.

14. Der Audiosignalcodierer gemäß Anspruch 13, bei dem der Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgebildet ist, um einen
numerischen momentanen Kontextwert (134, c) in Abhängigkeit von einer Mehrzahl zuvor codierter Spektralwerte
herzuleiten und um eine Abbildungsvorschrift, die eine Abbildung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte, oder eines
Abschnitts (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte, auf einen Codewert (acod_m) beschreibt,
in Abhängigkeit von dem numerischen momentanen Kontextwert auszuwählen,
wobei der kontextbasierte Spektralwertcodierer ausgebildet ist, um den Codewert, der einen oder mehrere Spek-
tralwerte beschreibt, oder zumindest einen Abschnitt einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte, unter
Verwendung der Abbildungsvorschrift bereitzustellen, die durch den Kontextzustandsbestimmer ausgewählt wird.

15. Ein Verfahren zum Bereitstellen einer decodierten Audiosignaldarstellung (154) auf der Basis einer codierten Au-
diosignaldarstellung (152), die eine codierte Spektraldarstellung (ac_spectral_data[]) und eine codierte Zeitkrüm-
mungsinformation (tw_data[]) aufweist, wobei das Verfahren folgende Schritte aufweist:

Decodieren eines Codeworts (acod_m), das einen oder mehrere Spektralwerte oder zumindest einen Abschnitt
(m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektralwerte beschreibt, in Abhängigkeit von einem Kontext-
zustand, um decodierte Spektralwerte (162, 297, x_ac_dec[]) zu erhalten;
Bestimmen eines momentanen Kontextzustands (164, c) in Abhängigkeit von einem oder mehreren zuvor
decodierten Spektralwerten (162, 297);
Bereitstellen einer zeitlich gekrümmten Zeitbereichsdarstellung (182) eines bestimmten Audiorahmens auf der
Basis eines Satzes decodierter Spektralwerte (162, 297), die dem gegebenen Audiorahmen zugeordnet sind
und durch den kontextbasierten Spektralwertdecodierer bereitgestellt werden, und in Abhängigkeit von der
Zeitkrümmungsinformation;
wobei die Bestimmung des Kontextzustands an eine Veränderung einer Grundfrequenz zwischen nachfolgen-
den Audiorahmen angepasst ist.

16. Ein Verfahren zum Bereitstellen einer codierten Darstellung (112) eines Eingangsaudiosignals (110), die eine co-
dierte Spektraldarstellung (132) und eine codierte Zeitkrümmungsinformation (226) aufweist, wobei das Verfahren
folgende Schritte aufweist:

Bereitstellen einer Frequenzbereichsdarstellung (124), die eine zeitlich gekrümmte Version des Eingangsau-
diosignals darstellt, zeitlich gekrümmt gemäß der Zeitkrümmungsinformation (122);
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Bereitstellen eines Codeworts (acod_m), das einen oder mehrere Spektralwerte der Frequenzbereichsdarstel-
lung (124) beschreibt, oder zumindest einen Abschnitt (m) einer Zahldarstellung eines oder mehrerer Spektral-
werte der Frequenzbereichdarstellung (124), in Abhängigkeit von einem Kontextzustand (134), um codierte
Spektralwerte (acod_m) der codierten Spektraldarstellung (132) zu erhalten; und
Bestimmen eines momentanen Kontextzustands (134) in Abhängigkeit von einem oder mehreren zuvor codier-
ten Spektralwerten,
wobei die Bestimmung des Kontextzustands an eine Veränderung einer Grundfrequenz zwischen nachfolgen-
den Audiorahmen angepasst ist.

17. Ein Computerprogramm zum Durchführen des Verfahrens gemäß Anspruch 15 oder Anspruch 16, wenn das Com-
puterprogramm auf einem Computer läuft.

Revendications

1. Décodeur de signal audio (150; 240) pour fournir une représentation de signal audio décodé (154) sur base d’une
représentation de signal audio codée (152) comprenant une représentation de spectre codée (ac_spectral data[])
et une information de distorsion temporelle codée (tw_data[]), le décodeur de signal audio comprenant:

un décodeur de valeur spectrale à bas de contexte (160) configuré pour décoder un mot de code (acod_m)
décrivant une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales ou au moins une partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une
ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales en fonction d’un état de contexte, pour obtenir des valeurs spectrales décodées
(162, 297, x_ac_dec[]);
un déterminateur d’état de contexte (170; 400) configuré pour déterminer un état de contexte actuel (164, c)
en fonction d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales décodées auparavant (162 297);
un convertisseur du domaine fréquentiel au domaine temporel de distorsion temporelle (180) configuré pour
fournir une représentation dans le domaine temporel de distorsion temporelle (182) d’une trame audio donnée
sur base d’un ensemble de valeurs spectrales décodées (162, 297) associé à la trame audio donnée et fourni
par le décodeur de valeur spectrale à base de contexte et en fonction de l’information de distorsion temporelle;
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170; 400) est configuré pour adapter la détermination de l’état
de contexte à une variation d’une fréquence fondamentale entre trames audio successives.

2. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’information de distorsion temporelle (tw_data)
décrit une variation (prel) d’une hauteur tonale dans le temps; et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170; 400) est configuré pour dériver une information d’étirement
de fréquence (s ; m_ContextUpdateRatio) à partir de l’information de distorsion temporelle (tw_data); et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour étaler ou comprimer un contexte passé (432,
q[0][], 450) associé à la trame audio précédente le long de l’axe des fréquences en fonction de l’information d’éti-
rement de fréquence (s, m_ContextUpdateRatio), pour obtenir un contexte adapté (440, q[0][], 452) pour un déco-
dage à base de contexte d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales d’une trame audio actuelle.

3. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170, 400) est
configuré pour dériver une première information de fréquence moyenne (frel,mean,k-1) sur une première trame audio
de l’information de distorsion temporelle (tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]), et pour dériver une deuxième information
de fréquence moyenne (frel,mean,k) sur une deuxième trame audio suivant la première trame audio de l’information
de distorsion temporelle; et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour calculer un rapport entre la deuxième information
de fréquence moyenne (frel,mean,k) sur la deuxième trame audio et la première information de fréquence moyenne
(frel,mean,k-1) sur la première trame audio, pour déterminer l’information d’étirement de fréquence (s,
m_ContextUpdateRatio).

4. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170; 400) est
configuré pour déterminer une première information de contour de distorsion temporelle moyen (prel,mean,k-1) sur
une première trame audio à partir de l’information de distorsion temporelle (tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]), et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour dériver une deuxième information de contour de
distorsion temporelle moyen (prel,mean,k) sur une deuxième trame audio suivant la première trame audio de l’infor-
mation de distorsion temporelle (252, tw_data, prel, warp_contour[]), et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour calculer un rapport entre la première information
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de contour de distorsion temporelle moyen (prel,mean,k-1) sur la première trame audio et la deuxième information de
contour de distorsion temporelle moyen (prel,mean,k) sur la deuxième trame audio, pour déterminer l’information
d’étirement de fréquence (s, m_ContextUpdateRatio).

5. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 3 ou la revendication 4, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de
contexte (170, 400) est configuré pour dériver la première et la deuxième information de fréquence moyenne ou la
première et la deuxième information de contour de distorsion temporelle moyen d’un contour de distorsion temporelle
commun (warp_contour[]) qui s’étend sur une pluralité de trames audio successives.

6. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 3, la revendication 4 ou la revendication 5, dans lequel le décodeur
de signal audio comprend un calculateur de distorsion temporelle (250) configuré pour calculer une information de
contour de distorsion temporelle (prel[], warp_contour [], 258) décrivant une évolution temporelle d’une hauteur
tonale relative sur une pluralité de trames audio successives sur base de l’information de distorsion temporelle
(tw_data, 252), et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170, 400) est configuré pour utiliser l’information de contour de
distorsion temporelle pour dériver l’information d’étirement de fréquence.

7. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le décodeur de signal audio comprend un calculateur
de position de rééchantillonnage (1801),
dans lequel le calculateur de position de rééchantillonnage (1801) est configuré pour calculer les positions de
rééchantillonnage pour utilisation par le rééchantillonneur de distorsion temporelle (1801) sur base de l’information
de contour de distorsion temporelle (prel[], warp_contour[], 258) de sorte qu’une variation dans le temps des positions
de rééchantillonnage soit déterminée par l’information de contour de distorsion temporelle.

8. Décodeur de signal audio selon l’une des revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170,
400) est configuré pour dériver une valeur de contexte actuelle numérique (164, c) qui décrit l’état de contexte en
fonction d’une pluralité de valeurs spectrales décodées auparavant, et pour sélectionner une règle de mappage
(cum_freq[]) qui décrit un mappage d’une valeur de code (acod_m) sur un code de symbole (symbol) représentant
une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales, ou une partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs
spectrales en fonction de la valeur de contexte actuelle numérique,
dans lequel le décodeur de valeurs spectrales à base de contexte (160) est configuré pour décoder la valeur de
code (acod_m) décrivant une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales, ou au moins une partie (m) d’une représentation de
nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales, à l’aide de la règle de mappage (cum_freq[]) sélectionnée par le
déterminateur d’état de contexte.

9. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170, 400) est
configuré pour mettre en place et mettre à jour une structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire (432, m_qbuf)
de sorte que les entrées de la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire décrivent une ou plusieurs valeurs
spectrales (162, 297) d’une première trame audio, dans lequel les indices des entrées de la structure de mémoire
de contexte préliminaire sont indicatifs d’un bac de fréquences ou d’un ensemble de bacs de fréquences adjacents
du convertisseur du domaine fréquentiel au domaine temporel (180e) auquel sont associées les entrées respectives;
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour obtenir une structure de mémoire de contexte
échelonné en fréquence (440 ; m_qbuf) pour un décodage d’une deuxième trame audio suivant la première trame
audio sur base de la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire, de sorte qu’une entrée donnée (450a, 450c,
self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) ou une sous-entrée (self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx].a) de la structure de
mémoire de contexte préliminaire présentant un premier indice de fréquence (i1+1, i2+2, nWarpTupleIdx) soit
mappée sur une entrée correspondante (452a, 452c, self->base.m_qbuf [nLinTupleIdx]) ou sous-entrée (self->ba-
se.m_qbuf [nLinTupleIdx].a) de la structure de mémoire de contexte échelonnée en fréquence (440, m_qbuf, 452)
présentant un deuxième indice de fréquence (i1, i2-1, nLinTupleldx), dans lequel le deuxième indice de fréquence
est associé à un bac de fréquences différent ou un ensemble de bacs de fréquences adjacents du convertisseur
du domaine fréquentiel au domaine temporel (180e) que le premier indice de fréquence.

10. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (170, 400) est
configuré pour dériver une valeur d’état de contexte (164, 420) décrivant l’état de contexte actuel pour un décodage
d’un mot de code (acod_m) décrivant une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales de la deuxième trame audio, ou au moins
une partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales d’une deuxième trame audio,
présentant y associé un troisième indice de fréquence (i1) à l’aide des valeurs de la structure de mémoire de contexte
échelonnée en fréquence (440, m_qbuf, 452), indices de fréquence (il-1, i1, i1+1) dont les valeurs de la structure
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de mémoire de contexte échelonnée en fréquence présentent un rapport prédéterminé avec le troisième indice de
fréquence (il),
dans lequel le troisième indice de fréquence (i1) désigne un bac de fréquences ou un ensemble de bacs de fréquences
adjacents du convertisseur du domaine fréquentiel au domaine temporel (180e) auquel sont associées une ou
plusieurs valeurs spectrales de la deuxième trame audio à décoder à l’aide de l’état de contexte actuel.

11. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 9 ou la revendication 10, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de
contexte (170; 400) est configuré pour définir chacune d’une pluralité d’entrées (452a, 452c, self->base.m_qbuf[nLin-
TupleIdx]) de la structure de mémoire de contexte échelonnée en fréquence (440 452, m_qbuf) présentant un indice
de fréquence cible correspondant (i1, i2-1, nLinTupleIdx) à une valeur d’une entrée correspondante (450a, 450c,
self->base.m_qbuf[nWarpTupleIdx]) de la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire (432, 450, m_qbuf) pré-
sentant un indice de fréquence de source correspondante (i1+1, i2+2, nWarpTupleldx),
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour déterminer les indices de fréquence correspon-
dants (i1, i1+1; i2-1, i2+2; nLinTupleldx, nWarpTupleldx) d’une entrée de la structure de mémoire de contexte
échelonnée en fréquence et d’une entrée correspondante de la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire, de
sorte qu’un rapport entre lesdits indices de fréquence correspondants (nLinTupleldx, nWarpTupleIdx) soit déterminé
par la variation de la fréquence fondamentale entre une trame audio actuelle à laquelle sont associées les entrées
de la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire et une trame audio successive dont le contexte de décodage
est déterminé par les entrées de la structure de mémoire de contexte échelonnée en fréquence.

12. Décodeur de signal audio selon la revendication 9 ou la revendication 10, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de
contexte (170, 400) est configuré pour mettre en place la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire (432,
m_qbuf, 450) de sorte que chacune d’une pluralité d’entrées (450a, 450c, self->base.m_qbuf [nWarpTupleIdx]) de
la structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire soit basée sur une pluralité de valeurs spectrales (a, b, c, d) d’une
première trame audio, dans lequel les indices d’entrée (i1+1, i2+2, nWarpTupleIdx) des entrées de la structure de
mémoire de contexte préliminaire (432, 450, m_qbuf) sont indicatifs d’un ensemble de bacs de fréquences adjacents
du convertisseur du domaine fréquentiel au domaine temporel (130e) auquel sont associées les entrées respectives;
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour extraire des valeurs de contexte individuelles de
bac de fréquences préliminaires (lineReorderBuf[(curTuple-1)*4+0], ..., lineReorderBuf [(curTuple-1)*4+3]) présen-
tant y associés les indices de bac de fréquences individuels des entrées (self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple[][]) de la
structure de mémoire de contexte préliminaire;
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour obtenir les valeurs de contexte individuelles de
bac de fréquences échelonnées en fréquence (lineTmpBuf[linLineIdx]) pésentant y associés des indices de bac de
fréquences individuelles (linLineldx) de sorte qu’une valeur de contexte individuelle de bac de fréquences préliminaire
(lineReorderBuf[warpLineIdx]) présentant un premier indice de bac de fréquences (warpLineIdx) soit mappée sur
une valeur de contexte individuelle de bac de fréquences correspondante échelonnée en fréquence (lineTmpBuf[lin-
LineIdx]) présentant un deuxième indice de bac de fréquences (linLineIdx) de sorte que soit obtenu un mappage
individuel de bac de fréquences de la valeur de contexte individuelle de bac de fréquence préliminaire; et
dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour combiner une pluralité de valeurs de contexte
individuelles de bac de fréquence échelonnées en fréquence (lineTmpBuf[(curTuple-1)* 4+0, ..., lineTmpBuf[(cur-
Tuple-1*4+3], pour obtenir une entrée combinée (self->base.m_qbuf[curTuple)[]) de la structure de mémoire de
contexte échelonnée en fréquence.

13. Codeur de signal audio (100 ; 200) pour fournir une représentation codée (112) d’un signal audio d’entrée (110)
comprenant une représentation de spectre codée (132) et une information de distorsion temporelle codée (226), le
codeur de signal audio comprenant:

un fournisseur de représentation dans le domaine fréquentiel (120) configuré pour fournir une représentation
dans le domaine fréquentiel (124) représentant une version déformée dans le temps du signal audio d’entrée,
déformée dans le temps selon l’information de distorsion temporelle (122);
un codeur de valeur spectrale à base de contexte (130) configuré pour fournir un mot de code (acod_m) décrivant
une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales de la représentation dans le domaine fréquentiel (124), ou au moins une
partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales de la représentation dans le
domaine fréquentiel (124) en fonction d’un état de contexte (134), pour obtenir des valeurs spectrales codées
(acod_m) de la représentation de spectre codée (132); et
un déterminateur d’état de contexte (140) configuré pour déterminer un état de contexte actuel (134) en fonction
d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales codées auparavant, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte (140)
est configuré pour adapter la détermination de l’état de contexte à une variation d’une fréquence fondamentale
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entre trames audio successives.

14. Codeur de signal audio selon la revendication 13, dans lequel le déterminateur d’état de contexte est configuré pour
dériver une valeur de contexte actuelle numérique (134, c) en fonction d’une pluralité de valeurs spectrales codées
auparavant, et pour sélectionner une règle de mappage décrivant un mappage d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales,
ou d’une partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales, sur une valeur de code
(acod_m) en fonction de la valeur de contexte actuelle numérique,
dans lequel le codeur de valeur spectrale à base de contexte est configuré pour fournir la valeur de code décrivant
une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales, ou au moins une partie d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs
valeurs spectrales, à l’aide de la règle de mappage sélectionnée par le déterminateur d’état de contexte.

15. Procédé pour fournir une représentation de signal audio décodée (154) sur base d’une représentation de signal
audio codée (152) comprenant une représentation de spectre codée (ac_spectral_data[]) et une information de
distorsion temporelle codée (tw_data[]), le procédé comprenant le fait de:

décoder un mot de code (acod_m) décrivant une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales ou au moins une partie (m)
d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales en fonction d’un état de contexte, pour
obtenir des valeurs spectrales décodées (162, 297, x_ac_dec[]);
déterminer un état de contexte actuel (164, c) en fonction d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales décodées
auparavant (162, 297);
fournir une représentation dans le domaine temporel déformée dans le temps (182) d’une trame audio donnée
sur base d’un ensemble de valeurs spectrales décodées (162, 297) associé à la trame audio donnée et fourni
par le décodeur de valeurs spectrales à base de contexte et en fonction de l’information de distorsion temporelle;
dans lequel la détermination de l’état de contexte est adaptée à une variation d’une fréquence fondamentale
entre trames audio successives.

16. Procédé pour fournir une représentation codée (112) d’un signal audio d’entrée (110) comprenant une représentation
de spectre codée (132) et une information de distorsion temporelle codée (226), le procédé comprenant le fait de:

fournir une représentation dans le domaine fréquentiel (124) représentant une version déformée dans le temps
du signal audio d’entrée, déformée dans le temps selon l’information de distorsion temporelle (122),
fournir un mot de code (acod_m) décrivant une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales de la représentation dans le
domaine fréquentiel (124), ou au moins une partie (m) d’une représentation de nombre d’une ou plusieurs
valeurs spectrales de la représentation dans le domaine fréquentiel (124), en fonction d’un état de contexte
(134), pour obtenir des valeurs spectrales codées (acod_m) de la représentation de spectre codée (132) ; et
déterminer un état de contexte actuel (134) en fonction d’une ou plusieurs valeurs spectrales codées auparavant,
dans lequel la détermination de l’état de contexte est adaptée à une variation d’une fréquence fondamentale
entre trames audio successives.

17. Programme d’ordinateur pour réaliser le procédé selon la revendication 15 ou la revendication 16 lorsque le pro-
gramme d’ordinateur est exécuté sur un ordinateur.
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